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Fiction

#ONTEMPORARY $RAMA

On th e

Ro of s of th e W or ld
s 5P TO THE MINUTE SUBJECT
s 4HRILLS AND DICING WITH DEATH SUSPENSE lLLED
TEENAGE THRILLER IN THE WORLD OF THE |ROOFERS`
s !N IMPORTANT QUESTION FOR THE TARGET READERSHIP
HOW FAR WOULD ) GO FOR MY lRST LOVE
“They climb onto roofs, balance on cranes and post the videos on the internet: so-called roofers
perform their daring stunts in the attempt to break all boundaries.“
Alice is horriﬁed when she discovers that her new boyfriend, Nic, is a ´roofer` – someone who
performs acrobatics on the highest roofs and structures in the city, and risks his life every day.
And when Nic‘s ex-girlfriend suddenly shows up, determined to prove her love with a risky stunt,
Alice is faced with a dilemma. How far would she go to prove her love? And does she even have to?

Jutta Wilke

2OOFER
(OW &AR 7ILL 9OU 'O
14+ / 384 pp. / hardcover / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61509-5

Jutta Wilke spent over 12 years as an
independent solicitor and solicitor for family
law. When her youngest got into kindergarten,
she decided to start from scratch and ﬁnally
do what she had dreamed of her whole life:
becoming a children’s author. Like the Beat
of a Wing was nominated for the HansjörgMartin Prize for the best youth title.

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

An
a

UNEQUAL FRIENDSHIP,
an A b s u r d R o a d t r i p ,
F u r i o u s drama
s "ITTERSWEET STORY WITH SIMILARITIES
I IL ITI TTO
The Intouchables AND The Edukators
s 5P TO THE MINUTE SUBJECT MATTER RICH VERSUS POOR
s 4WO YOUNG PEOPLE TWO WORLDS A COMMON ANGER AT LIFE

Ortwin Ramadan

,UCK IS FOR "EGINNERS
14+ / 352 pp. / hardcover / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61765-5
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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© Ortwin Ramadan

Oleg and Maximilian come from two different worlds. Oleg has just dropped out of school and is
keeping his head above water with menial jobs, while Maximilian is the heir to a banking family
and grew up in a large villa. But the two boys are united by one thing: their unbridled anger at
life! Maximilian lost his parents in a terrible accident, and is now in a wheelchair. A failed break-in
brings the boys together by chance. Oleg can’t stand the rich brat Maximilian, but he still has to
dance to his tune. It’s just that he has no idea what Maximilian is really planning to do with him.

Ortwin Ramadan has GermanEgyptian roots and was born in
Aix-la-Chapelle. After studying
politics and cultural anthropology
he worked as a journalist. Later,
he discovered a new passion
for writing books when being a
screenplay writer. He lives south of
Munich with his family.

You are Gui lty .
You hav e to ato ne for it.

Fiction

4HRILLERS

s #HRISTIAN TERRORISM n A NEW TAKE ON A CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE
s .IGHTMARISH BRILLIANTLY OBSERVED PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER

Patricia Schröder

NEW

© Patricia Schröder

Six girls disappear without a trace and return home six days later without any
warning – all wearing the same, strange clothes, all with a wound on their
hand that has been stitched up and carefully disinfected. And all six are being
blackmailed and refuse to talk. A religious fanatic has kept them locked up and
tried out the biblical six works of mercy on them: feeding the hungry, giving
drink to the thirsty, giving shelter to strangers, clothing the naked, caring for
the sick and visiting those in prison.
Nara (17) is one of the hostages, and she doesn’t talk to anyone after she is
released, either; her kidnapper has threatened to harm her brother. But what
was the point of the abduction? Why did the man choose her? Gradually, Nara
realises her nightmare is far from over: in the days that follow, she observes the
|works` being repeated in a much more radical way on refugees and Muslims.
What role will she play in all this?

0ATRICIA 3CHRÚDER is one of the most successful writers
for children and young adults in Germany. Many of
her stories have been translated into other languages.
Coppenrath published her young adult trilogy Sea
Whispers, haunting mystery thriller Blind Walk,
juvenile ﬁction series Lilac Liquorices and two
juvenile novels featuring Oskar & Mathilda.

Fanatical
14+ / 360 pp. / hardcover with
dust jacket / € 17.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62454-7
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

There is Evil Lurking in the Forest
s ! SOPHISTICATED GAME OF CAT AND MOUSE
s 4HRILLER PRO #LAUDIA 0UHLFàRST TAPS INTO OUR
DEEPEST FEARS AND WORST EXPECTATIONS

© Ulrich Puhlfürst

A week-long excursion to the middle of nowhere – only weird biology teachers
could come up with ideas like that, think Lena and her best friend Anne. Their youth
hostel is surrounded by nothing but tall trees and thick undergrowth. Late at night,
Anne is attacked by a hooded ﬁgure, and there is another attack the very next night.
One of the girls in the group is found strangled in the forest! Totally traumatised, the
class cuts the trip short – but the murderer must have followed them home, because
he’s already lying in wait for his next victim…

#LAUDIA 0UHLFàRST ﬁrst worked as a teacher
and lecturer before becoming an editor. She
has made her name as a top crime author
with Random House’s Blanvalet imprint.
Claudia describes herself as a |criminal
desktop offender` and is the organiser of
the East German Crime Convention.

Claudia Puhlfürst

Fear the Night
14+ / 368 pp. / softcover with ﬂaps / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-67127-5
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Just Me

Nikola Huppertz
*UST -E

Into the Blue

My Life, That’s All

12+ / 256 pp. / softcover with ﬂaps / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66988-3

12+ / 256 pp. / softcover with ﬂaps / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66990-6

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s )MPORTANT TOPIC FOR YOUNG GIRLS IS IT FRIENDSHIP
OR SOMETHING MORE
s $ELICATELY WRITTEN BY AWARD WINNING AUTHOR
+RISTINA $UNKER

s &OR ALL THOSE WHO THINK THEYRE |NOT NORMAL{
s 2EBELLIOUS FUNNY POETIC n A PROTAGONIST YOULL
WARM TO STRAIGHT AWAY
s ! STRONG CASE AGAINST THE MAINSTREAM

Merle is spending the summer at the forest lake – how boring! But before
long she has succumbed to the enchanting summer mood by the water. She
drifts along – and soon makes friends with Felix, who is so good at making
her laugh with his fantastical stories about a sunken kingdom in the lake.
The summer visitors also include Dana and a group of other young people,
and suddenly Merle is faced with a question: would she rather explore the
secret world of the waves with Felix, or gossip with Dana about boys, music
and clothes?
Kristina Dunker’s dreamy observations on the uncertainties faced by girls
between childhood and teenage years are spot on - a sensitive novel about
adolescence, and a love letter to the summer!

Anouk is determined to change her life. From now on she’s going to be
NORMAL, listen to pop music and play computer games, so she can ﬁnally
join in conversations. Unfortunately her stone-age laptop won’t load the
stupid game. While Anouk waits for the big change, she hammers out her
memoirs on the keyboard - full of rage, wit and love for her |word friends`.
And her life remains as crazy as ever: with MaMi and Matrix, her mothers;
with Lore, the new girl in her class and with Moritz, who writes heavy
metal songs but sadly also has the |not normal` gene...
Nikola Huppertz has written a captivating homage to difference – and
created a touching protagonist who is at once strong and tender, and
whose voice you won’t forget.

4

Kristina Dunker had her ﬁrst book published
at just 17. She studied art history, and today
works as a freelance author. She wrote Into
the Blue at her ´summer residence` by a lake in
Bavaria – and like Merle, she describes herself
as a ´real water rat`.

© Nikola Huppertz

Kristina Dunker
*UST -E

© Kristina Dunker

Fiction

*UST -E

Nikola Huppertz was born in 1976, and
like Anouk in My Life, That’s All is a big heavy
metal fan – although she actually studied
violin (and psychology). She is now a freelance
author and lives in Hanover with her son and
daughter.

Fiction

*UST -E
The new series for that “in-between” age: 12+
Girls are hitting puberty earlier and earlier, but earlier physical development
doesn't mean they all want to read classic love stories
Who do I want to be? Who are my friends? What does growing up feel like?

NEW

Anna Herzog
*UST -E

Barbara Zoschke / Irmela Schautz
*UST -E

NEW

12+ / 240 pp. / softcover with ﬂaps / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62708-1

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s &OR ALL GIRLS WHO WANT TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THEMSELVES
s 3TRONG THEME WHAT IS IT LIKE TO GET BY
WITHOUT ANY ADULTS AROUND

s 4OPICAL DISCUSSION STARTER
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR REFUGEES
s .EW TOPIC FOR THE *UST -E SERIES HOW MANY
SECRETS CAN A FRIENDSHIP BEAR

How on earth did she get into this situation? Juli, a 13-year-old future
ﬁlm-maker with a phobia of animals, ﬁnds herself in an ancient folding
boat on the river – with Jonte, a boy she hardly knows, his little brother
Per and an ugly tomcat called Puma. What begins as a bit of fun, with
Jonte claiming he can easily get all the way to the sea in the boat,
becomes a challenge: not only because they are suddenly forced to
ﬂee, but also because the two older children now have to look after the
younger boy. And when something happens to Jonte, everything suddenly
depends on Juli...
Anna Herzog’s ´boat trip` is realistic and well-observed, but at the same
time has a lightness of touch and plenty of witty clashes between the
young people – and some tender ﬁrst emotions.

Kim is overjoyed when Lesya joins her class at school. Finally, someone who
doesn’t seem to ﬁt in anywhere, just like her. Lesya decorates her almost
empty ﬂat with wonderful wall-paintings, cooks delicious Ukrainian food and
comes up with an absolutely failsafe test for being in love. A perfect summer
would lie ahead of the friends, if it wasn’t for their neighbour, Bicycle Klose. He
rambles on about the authorities and “having to report it” – Klose is clearly
a petty-minded tell-tale. And so Kim joins in when Lesya wishes him dead.
But then the old neighbour actually does die in his bike workshop, and Kim
becomes increasingly uneasy: why is Lesya acting so strangely? And how many
secrets can a friendship bear – even if it’s the best friendship in the world?

!NNA (ERZOG is a school physician but she
also worked as a freelance journalist and
translator. In the past she often spent shorter
periods of time abroad. Today she lives with
her husband, their four children and a crowd
of animals in the Ruhr area.

© Bettins Fürst-Fastré

What Doesn’t Kill You

12+ / 256 pp. / softcover with ﬂaps / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62350-2

© Anna Herzog

Going with the Flow

"ARBARA :OSCHKE has written over 40 children’s and
juvenile books which have been translated into many
languages and which were published as audio books
as well. She writes for radio, too, and alongside gets
involved in exciting readings, speeches, and writing
workshops to promote reading.
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Fiction

(ORSE THEMED 4HRILLERS

s ! GRIPPING HORSE THRILLER
s 3YMPATHETIC UNDERDOG HEROINE UNCOVERS INTRIGUE IN
AN %NGLISH MANOR HOUSE
s +YRA $ITTMANN CLEVERLY MIXES TENSION ROMANCE AND
A HORSE THEME TO CREATE A THRILLING ADVENTURE
Im
Imagine
you live in one of the poorest places in England – and then your mum tells you
s
she’s
marrying a Baron and you’re going to live in a castle! That’s exactly what happens to
A
Abby,
whose friends all start calling her “Downton Abby”. Moving into Grave Horse Castle
is even worse than she feared: with all the loyal servants and the etiquette rules, Abby
fe anything but princess-like...
feels
A then there’s the unapproachable Grey, the Baron’s adopted son. When several horses
And
fa ill – including his stallion Black Hawk – the two of them get closer. But there is a dark
fall
s
secret
surrounding Grey: what really happened all those years ago, when his mother had
h fatal riding accident? And what does the snobby Lady Camilla, who is always hanging
her
a
around
the Baron, have to do with it?

NEW
W

7ILD (ORSE 6ALLEY
12+ / 320 pp. / hardcover / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62774-6
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

© Kyra Dittmann

Kyra Dittmann

Kyra Dittmann was born in Bonn in
1972. Gripping adventure stories have
always enriched her life: the ones she has
read, dreamed and lived as well. She took
various writing and screenwriting courses,
including at Filmhaus Köln. She also works
as a riding instructor and event manager
for children.

INVOLVING A
s )NNOVATIVE MIX OF GENRES HORSES AND SUSPENSE IN
A 9OUNG !DULT BOOK
s "LEAK ATMOSPHERIC SETTING ON AN ISOLATED
!MERICAN RANCH
s ! STRONG HEROINE ON THE TRAIL OF AN UNSCRUPULOUS
CRIMINAL GANG
Oh, great. Getting a D in English means Roxy is banished for the summer holidays to see
her hitherto unknown father on his horse ranch in America. And Roxy HATES animals. She
hates the smell of the stables even more. And things don‘t get any better when she meets
Cale, who looks after the horses, is incredibly good-looking, and thinks she‘s a complete
idiot. But Roxy is the only one to ﬁgure out that something isn‘t right on the ranch: why
do horses keep disappearing from the pastures - and why does every investigation come
to nothing? There‘s only one creature who Roxy feels understands her in this wasteland.
And that’s the wholly unpredictable stallion Hot Coffee, who won’t let anyone near him.
Except Roxy. What is his secret? Slowly, Roxy begins to uncover the machinations of a
cold-blooded horse maﬁa... and ﬁnds herself in great danger.

Kyra Dittmann

$ARK (ORSE -OUNTAIN
12+ / 304 pp. / hardcover / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62344-1
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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PO NY all the way to
S U C C E S S F U L T O U R N A M E N TS
Fro m first

Fiction

&OR (ORSE ,OVERS

s 4HE COMPELLING CONCLUSION TO 4ESSAS PATH
TO SUCCESS
s )N COOPERATION WITH SEVERAL TIMES $RESSAGE 7ORLD
#HAMPION .ICOLE 5PHOFF
s 3UCCESSFUL AUTHOR !NTJE 3ZILLAT BRINGS US AN
AUTHENTIC VOICE FROM THE TOURNAMENT WORLD

%ACH 4ITLE
Antje Szillat
10+ / 208 pp. / hardcover / € 9.99
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

4ESSA
3ETTING OFF FOR (APPINESS q 6OL 

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62208-6

After a bumpy start, Tessa and the young black mare Ronja are
starting to get along well – with the help of her wonderful trainer.
But there is still a rough road ahead before the pair win their
ﬁrst ribbon. Tessa goes through plenty of highs and lows with her
boisterous horse, until ﬁnally getting her big break: she and Ronja
are allowed to compete in the Nicole Uphoff Cup!

4ESSA
! &RIEND FOR ,IFE q 6OL 

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62695-4

4
4ESSA
44HE (EART $ECIDES q 6OL 
IISBN 978-3-649-62207-9
IS

© Antje Szillat

Once Tessa and Ronja have qualiﬁed for the Nicole Uphoff Junior
Championship, they and their trainer do everything they can to bag
one of the ﬁve sought-after training places in the Uphoff Team.
But suddenly Tessa starts to show signs of weakness during training,
and her mind doesn’t seem to be on the job in hand. Could it be
something to do with the new young rider who’s turning all the
girls’ heads at the yard? Will Tessa manage to get her nerve back
and do well in the ﬁnals after all?

As a little girl, !NTJE 3ZILLAT decided she
either wanted to be a stable hand, a show
jumper or a writer. She has now published
a number of very successful books, and
when she isn’t writing you will always ﬁnd
her in the stables with her horses. Or riding
over the prairies of northern Germany,
thinking up new stories.
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Fiction

&OR 'IRLS

s ! GIRL SEARCHING FOR A PROPER HOME
s 4OUCHING STORY BY !NNETTE ,ANGEN
s )SSUES OF MINDFULNESS AND TIME SPENT WITH FAMILY n
WRAPPED UP IN A FAST PACED ADVENTURE
Since her mother’s death, Skye has been living in a boarding school,
while her father’s work takes him all over the world. After a massive row
with super-bitch Yolanda, who Skye now has to share a room with, she
comes up with a plan: she’s going to run away and live with her father.
It’s not enough to skype him regularly – she needs someone to give her
a hug. And a proper home. But is that something her father, who lives in
a private jet, can offer her? And where is she supposed to go to school, if
she‘s constantly jetting around the world? What sounds like a dream life
to start off with turns out to be a plan with a lot of drawbacks. But Skye
won‘t give up her ﬁght to hold onto the little bit of family she has left.

NEW

Anette Langen / Carla Nagel

© Annette Langen

Castles in the Air
10+ / 200 pp. / hardcover / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61916-1
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!NNETTE ,ANGEN worked as an editor for many
years, deciding on the programme of a children’s
book publisher. Her ﬁrst book came out in 1989,
and since then she has had more than 80 titles
published. Some of her books have been translated
into 30 languages and made into ﬁlms. She has
been a freelance author since 2000 and volunteers
in promoting children‘s literacy ever since.

An Animal-Crazed Summer

s ! NEW GEM FROM TOP AUTHOR $AGMAR #HIDOLUE
s ! CITY CHILD BECOMES AN |ANIMAL RESCUER` IN THE
COUNTRYSIDE
Country people are really odd, thinks Lili, who until recently lived in the city: their new
neighbour Carola has living lawnmowers in her garden, one of which even grunts. There
are signs up in the supermarket from someone wanting to sell chickens. And the boys
next door only speak |galactic.` Plus everything seems to revolve around the numerous
four-legged creatures that live here – and to start with, Lili prefers to remain at a safe
distance. But when, out of the blue, some chickens move into Lili’s new garden, it’s
pretty clear that she will have to get over her fear of animals...
Dagmar Chidolue tells the story of an exciting summer in the sticks in her usual warmhearted, humorous style.

A Crazy Chicken Gang
9+ / 184 pp. / hardcover with half
pasteboard cover / € 10.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67035-3
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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© Dagmar Chidolue

Dagmar Chidolue / Olivia Vieweg

$AGMAR #HIDOLUE was born in Sensburg (East Prussia) in 1944,
and grew up in Gütersloh. For decades, she worked at a Frankfurt
banking federation. But for around forty years, Dagmar Chidolue has
also been writing books, mainly for children and young people. With
great empathy, she tells stories about their worries and problems,
but also about how they use their imagination to challenge the
world they live in. She won the German Children‘s Literature Award
in 1986 for her Young Adult novel Lady Punk.

THERE IS A H O R S E
I N T H E H A L LW A Y ! 

Penny Pony · Vol. 1
! 6ERY 3TABLE &RIENDSHIP
8+ / 160 pp. / hardcover / special colour / € 10.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62401-1
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

NEW

s 'ENRE BUSTING COMIC NOVEL WITH POPULAR PONY THEME
s 0ATRICIA 3CHRÚDER AS YOUVE NEVER READ HER BEFORE
s %XUBERANT ILLUSTRATIONS BY NEWCOMER 3ABINE 2OTHMUND
Pia has a new friend: Penny. Or Pony. Depending on whether someone has
just whinnied. Or whether it’s the middle of the month. Because unfortunately
Penny, the new girl next door, turns into a pony once a month, or whenever she
hears a whinny. It’s very stressful! In desperation, Penny‘s mother has rented
a stall at a riding stable for her. But would you believe it – Penny-Pony is the
spitting image of one of the competition hopefuls there, whose owner will stop
at nothing to win the next show jumping competition. It’s a point of honour
for Pia and her new pony friend to completely mess up the competition for the
arrogant riding stable clique! Pia’s only worry is that her pony might turn back
into Penny in the middle of a round…

© Patricia Schröder

Patricia Schröder/ Sabine Rothmund

Fiction

&OR (ORSE ,OVERS

0ATRICIA 3CHRÚDER lives together with her husband and
a bunch of animals. Her ´actual` job is textile designer.
Much rather than ﬂower- or pony-coat patterns she loves
to come up with crazy stories, that’s why she quit her old
job some years ago. Meanwhile Schröder belongs to the
most popular German writers for children’s and juvenile
books – and occasionally she changes into a pony girl
herself.
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Fiction

(ORRIDLY &UNNY

G O O SE BU M P A LE R T

WI TH TH E MU LT I-T AL EN TE D KA I LÜ FT NE
R
s 4HE BEAUTIFULLY BLOODCURDLING lNALE TO THE
UNDEAD ARISTOCRATS SERIES
s -ULTI TALENTED +AI ,àFTNER PULLS OUT ALL THE
STOPS ONCE AGAIN
s ,OVEABLE ANTI HERO MEETS DEAD NOBLE FAMILY
Nobody’s resting in peace in the Forest Cemetery. How on earth is Fred going
to carry on keeping the family of undead aristocrats a secret when one of
them is always stepping out of line? Sina, the ghost girl, has supernatural
abilities which seem to be increasingly taking possession of her – and that’s
the last thing Fred needs when she and the other Finstersteins are supposed
to be visiting his school with him, incognito! At least the horrible kids in his
class keep their distance. But that secret society is still hot on the Finstersteins‘
heels...
Just when everyone thinks things can’t get any crazier or more nail-biting, a
saltwater crocodile turns up in the middle of a concert by a famous rock band.
And the chaos is ﬁnally complete.

NEW

Kai Lüftner / Fréderic Bertrand
4HE &INSTERSTEINS q 6OL 

Last One‘s a Crocodile‘s Dinner
ISBN 978-3-649-67035-3
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Each title:
Kai Lüftner / Fréderic Bertrand
9+ / 244-256 pp. / hardcover / with
special colour and coloured page
edges / € 12.99
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
The Finstersteins · Vol. 1

The Finstersteins · Vol. 2

Don’t Wake the Dead ...

You Can’t Keep a Dead
Man Down!

ISBN 978-3-649-61908-6

©opalicon

© Fréderic Bertrand

ISBN 978-3-649-61909-3
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&RÏDERIC "ERTRAND studied graphic design, illustration
and animated ﬁlm. He now lives and draws in Berlin for computer games, ﬁlms and books.

+AI ,àFTNER born in Berlin in 1975, studied social pedagody and has worked as a street worker, cabaret artist and solo
entertainer, social worker, construction labourer, pizza delivery man, doorman, lyricist and copywriter, comedy author,
concert promoter, composer, musician, radio editor, as well as in care homes for children and the elderly.
Today he earns his living as an audiobook producer, director and children‘s book author. He has one son and lives in
Berlin-Köpenick. In his free time he does martial arts, gets tattoos, campaigns for animal protection, reads a lot, listens
to and makes music, collects coins, goes on treasure hunts and walks his dog. ´The Finstersteins` is his ﬁrst series of
children’s books for Coppenrath.

Fiction

3TAND ALONE 3TORIES

s "ODY SWAP STORY n HUMOUR GUARANTEED
s (ILARIOUS ILLUSTRATIONS BY NEWCOMER 0ASCAL .ÚLDER
What a messed up day: to make up for forgetting her sandwich, Mia has been given
a piece of bubble gum (!) by her teacher (!!) and is now practising blowing bubbles
– with Miss Sterup (!!!). But things are about to get much crazier: one burst bubble
later, Mia suddenly ﬁnds herself in Miss Sterup‘s body - and Miss Sterup is in hers! The
things that happen to Mia as a teacher – taming the fearsome ﬁrecracker brothers;
what an experiment-loving chemistry teacher has to do with all this; how Mia handles
a caretaker with a crush; and how ﬁnally a dog named Humbug saves the school
orchestra – are so exciting and so funny that even the headmaster’s jaw drops…

© Kristina Dunker

Kristina Dunker / Pascal Nöldner

NEW

The Magic Bubble Gum

Kristina Dunker had her
ﬁrst book published at just
17. She studied art history,
and today the freelance
author lives in CastropRauxel.

(ELP ) AM MY 4EACHER
9+ / 176 pp. / hardcover with soft-touch varnish / € 10.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66996-8
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Save the books this
Christmas!
s ! JOYFUL WARM HEARTED ADVENT STORY FROM 3ARAH "OSSE
s ! GREAT READ WITH A REAL #HRISTMAS MESSAGE
Oh, how joyfully – but wait: Granny Rosa has slipped over at the Christmas market, and
although she is wearing an angel costume, she now has a broken hip. At least she didn’t
break her neck, think Greta and Finn, and they promise her they’ll take Mum the key to
the Book Nook, Granny’s book shop. They don’t mention the fact that Mum is away on
a training course. They’re sure Granny’s assistant, a man known as Monocle, will keep
things ship-shape! But they soon realise that not only is Monocle making a mess of the
customers‘ orders - he also has a real problem: he has lost his ﬂat and is having trouble
ﬁnding somewhere to live. Greta and Finn have to do something! With the help of a
wonderful song and the combined helpfulness of the Book Nook’s loyal customers, will
everyone manage to have a happy Christmas after all?

Sarah Bosse / Cornelia Haas / Marie Braner

NEW

8+ / 184 pp. / hardcover / with cardboard spine
cover and gold foil / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62551-3
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

© Sarah Bosse

Christmas in Pfeffergasse

Sarah Bosse grew up in Münsterland
and took German and Nordic studies at
university. She has been working as a
freelance children’s and YA author, and as
a translator of Swedish children’s books,
since 1993. Her translation of Hans Olsson’s
Rollenspiele was nominated for the 1997
German Children’s Literature Award.
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Fiction

#AT 7HISPERER 3ERIES

Cat Whisperer
on a Mission
%ACH 4ITLE
Antje Szillat / Angela Glökler
8+ / 144 pp. / hardcover / with foil / € 9.99
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

&ABULOUS &ELINA q 6OL 

NEW

The Tale of the Wolf
ISBN 978-3-649-62694-7

Oh my goodness, is that a wolf crouching over there by the bus
stop in the pouring rain? Felina can hardly believe her eyes. But on
closer inspection she realises it’s not a wolf, but an elderly German
Shepherd dog. He seems to have been abandoned; he‘s thin and even
has an injury.
Back at Lucky Clover Farm, Felina and her father try to nurse the dog
back to health. Felina’s talking cat, Paulo of Panama, is less delighted
with the new housemate. The fact that the dog is traumatised and
doesn‘t speak is absolutely ﬁne with him.
Then the dog, who Felina has named Rasmus, vanishes without a
trace while they are out for a walk. And on the next farm, the farmer
thinks he keeps seeing a hungry wolf. Suddenly everyone is convinced
that Rasmus is the supposedly thieving wolf... everyone except Felina.
In the dead of night, she sets out to try and save the dog from the
farmer... and suddenly ﬁnds herself face to face with a real wolf.
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Fiction

#AT 7HISPERER 3ERIES

NEW

&ABULOUS &ELINA q 6OL 

The Secret of Lucky Clover Farm
ISBN 978-3-649-62136-2

Just a few days ago, Felina would have sworn that these three
things were never going to happen: Moving with her parents to
a farmhouse in the back of beyond to open a veterinary surgery
there. Falling in love with the overgrown garden and not missing
her old home in the city at all. Having a conversation with a cat.
But all three do happen. And very soon Felina realises that her
new ability as a cat whisperer is useful in all kinds of animal
eemergencies…
e

Antje Szillat / Angela Glökler

NEW

Fabulous Felina · Vol. 2
Fab
4HE 0ONY -IRACLE
ISBN 978-3-649-62137-9

© Antje Szillat

Wha that funny-looking brown horse box trailer that has suddenly
What’s
appeared, all by itself, on Lucky Clover Farm? Felina and her parents can
appe
hardly believe their eyes when they look inside and ﬁnd a thin, shaggy
hard
pony who can barely stand up. Her name is Cinderella, as Paulo the cat
secretly whispers to his friend Felina, and her owners just abandoned her
secre
there. Felina is horriﬁed, and when a little while later she comes across
there
more ponies in urgent need of help, she bravely takes action – with
Paulo’s help.
Paul

!NTJE 3ZILLAT, spent many years working
as an educational therapist and consultant
before deciding to make her childhood
dream come true and become a writer.
Today the freelance editor and author lives
with her husband, her four children and
numerous animals in a small town just
outside Hanover.
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Fiction

3TORIES FOR "OYS

Murky
Mayhem!
s .ONSENSE ON EVERY PAGE THIS GOBLIN CREATES
MAYHEM EVERYWHERE HE GOES
s 'REAT FUN TO READ ALOUD WARRING GANGS A HUNT
FOR A CRIMINAL AND A DASH OF MAGIC
s (ILARIOUS ILLUSTRATIONS BY 5SCH ,UHN AND
3USANNE 'ÚHLICH
When Polly meets a garden-gnome-sized goblin called Murks, the most boring school
holidays ever seem to be saved: Murks suddenly starts getting involved in everything.
And that can be annoying, for example when Polly has to explain who has eaten half
the contents of the larder. But it can also be very useful, because with his help she is
accepted into the boy next door’s ´cat head gang` and has brilliant adventures with
them. Until Murks asks for her help with a special mission: he has to ﬁnd a new home
for his people, and negotiate with the great WUMP who lives in the moon caves. Polly
decides to see this ´monster` for herself...

Usch Luhn / Susanne Göhlich

NEW

Murky Mayhem
5+ / 144 pp. / hardcover / 4-colour print / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61986-4

© Usch Luhn

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s
s
s
s

5SCH ,UHN was born in a small village in Austria
and later moved to Germany where she studied
German and journalism in Berlin. She worked in
radio and children’s TV before beginning to write
her own stories about children. The writer now
divides her time between the capital and a remote
dyke on the North Sea and has created over ﬁfty
books for children and young people.

'REAT BOOKS FOR FOOTBALL LOVING EARLY READERS
0ERFECT FOR THE 7ORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 
(UMOROUS CONTENT FOOTBALL AND FRIENDSHIP
-INI SERIES

Each title:
Antje Szillat / Susanne Göhlich
7+ / 112 pp. / hardcover / € 7.99
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Me & My Football Gang · Vol. 1

Me & My Football Gang · Vol. 2

Dummies, All of Them!

Totally Balled Up

ISBN 978-3-649-61751-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61752-5

Fiction

5NICORN 0ARADISE

Welcome to

!
E
s
i
d
a
r
a
P
N
r
o
unic
s (UGELY POPULAR THEME FOR GIRLS AGED  AND UP
s "ASED ON AN IDEA BY THE CREATOR OF v0RINCESS
,ILLIFEEh -ONIKA &INSTERBUSCH
s 7ITH ATTRACTIVE 3PIEGELBURG PRODUCTS
Over the horizon, at the end of the rainbow: that‘s where you‘ll ﬁnd
the Unicorn Paradise. Every day there is an enchanting adventure.
The Dream Reef is where wishes come true; wild Sparkle Dragons play
on Dragon Rock, and the lake on Moon Lake Island predicts the future.
This is the world of Rosie, Vanilla and Blue – three little unicorns with a
very special gift…
“I’ll bring you happiness,” promises Rosie.
“I’m your best friend,” whispers Vanilla – and sparkling magic stars
dance around the two unicorns. Blue sighs - he wants to be able to
do magic, too! How is he supposed to look after the Unicorn Paradise
with his two sisters when he hasn‘t yet found the magic inside him?
Searching for his purpose in life, Blue goes on a daring adventure and
ﬂies to Dragon Rock, the island no unicorn has ever set foot on. Will his
dearest wish be granted there?
Anna Blum / Julia Gerigk / Monika Finsterbusch

NEW
W

5NICORN 0ARADISE q 6OL 

4HE -AGIC 7ISH
5+ / 128 pp. / hardcover / with glitter / 4-colour print / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62456-1
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

© Anna Blum

„Finally, the storm is over!“ cheer the three little unicorns, Vanilla,
Rosie and Blue. The siblings head out straight away to check that
the plants and animals in their world are alright after several days
of rain.
But what’s that? One little ﬂoater after another is suddenly falling
ill! What can be wrong with the delicate little creatures? And who
can take their place in caring for the light ﬂowers, so that day and
night still happen in the Unicorn Paradise? The three little unicorns
do everything they can to save their paradise – with the help of their
friends, and of course a whole lot of magic!

Anna Blum / Julia Gerigk / Monika Finsterbusch

!NNA "LUM writes stories for children. She
lives in a little village with her family and
lots of animals. From her desk, Anna Blum
can see out into a lovely enchanted garden.
And sometimes, at least so it seems to her,
all kinds of mythical creatures come to play
there. Among them, a whole lot of little
unicorns.

NEW

5NICORN 0ARADISE q 6OL 

4HE -AGIC OF &RIENDSHIP
5+ / 128 pp. / hardcover / with glitter / 4-colour print / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62562-9
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Fiction

-EJA THE #HEEKY -ERMAID

%ACH TITLE
Erik Ole Lindström / Wiebke Rauers
6+ / 128 pp. / 17x22 cm / hardcover with
holographic foil / 4-colour print /
€ 12.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  )SRAEL

s &OR ALL FANS OF 4HE ,ITTLE -ERMAID &INDING
$ORY AND 0IPPI ,ONGSTOCKING
s 3TRONG SALES PERFORMANCE WITH MUST HAVE
MERCHANDISE
s !WARD WINNING ILLUSTRATOR

-EJA -ERMAID q 6OL 
ISBN 978-3-649-62346-5

© Erik Ole Lindström

Meja Mermaid, the little nixie, is all alone in the round house with the
sea-green bell: her parents are away on yet another secret mission. Then
one day, Meja discovers a strange parcel outside her front door. Being a
curious creature, she opens the box... and in no time at all ﬁnds herself
face to face with the rather unusual sea turtle Padson, a worryturtle, who
from that moment on will follow Meja everywhere. And it’s a good job,
because Meja soon embarks on a daring adventure, in which nothing less
is at stake than the safety of the underwater city of Lyckhav.
Curtain up for Meja Mermaid – the Pippi Longstocking of the ocean!

16

%RIK /LE ,INDSTRÚM was born in Stockholm in
1979. He worked in television for many years.
He is now a writer and journalist. He thought
up the story of “Meja Mermaid” for his own
children. Lindström lives on one of Stockholm’s
skerry islands with his four-year-old son, eightyear-old daughter and the family dog.

7IEBKE 2AUERS was born in 1986 and studied
design communications in Düsseldorf. After spending
several years working as a character designer for an
animated ﬁlm studio, she went freelance in 2015.
Her ﬁrst illustrated children’s book was published in
2016 by Dressler Verlag (Martin Baltscheit’s Just One
Day), the cover illustration being awarded the Carl
Buch prize.

Fiction

-EJA THE #HEEKY -ERMAID

MEJA MERMAID,
!
S
N
A
E
C
O
E
H
T
F
O
R
SAVIOU

-EJA
J -ERMAID
ID q 6OL
6 L 

NEW
W

3AVING ,ITTLE $OLPHIN
ISBN 978-3-649-62347-2

What are those spine-chilling noises plaguing the underwater world of
Lyckhav? Meja Mermaid, the little nixie, goes out looking and ﬁnds some
big boats in the bay above Lyckhav – and a net full of sea creatures!
Meja instantly likes Caspar the little dolphin, and she is determined to help
him and the other animals. But humans are dangerous, very dangerous, as
Meja’s worryturtle Padson knows. Meja’s only hope is to use a magical ploy
to outwit the ﬁshermen!

-EJA -ERMAID q 6OL 

NEW

4HE 3UNKEN 3HIP
ISBN 978-3-649-62693-0

The great midsummer festival has almost arrived. Meja and
Padson have their hands full decorating the little house with the
sea-green bell and preparing everything for the party. And Meja’s
parents should be coming as well! But then Meja gets an urgent
call for help: the little mermaids and their teacher, Mrs Black, are
stuck in a sunken ship! The ever-hungry Haki gang are already
circling the wreck, licking their lips. Meja drops everything and
rushes off to help them. Will she make it in time?
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Fiction

4HRILLERS

Claudia Puhlfürst

Corina Bomann

Sister Lies

The Dying Swan

14+ / 368 pp. / hardcover with relief / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62115-7

18

14+ / 368 pp. / paperback / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61683-2

2IGHTS SOLD TO 2USSIA

2IGHTS SOLD TO 2USSIA

s 'RIPPING PSYCHO THRILLER Ì LA Gone Girl
s %LECTRIFYING STORYTELLING TOLD WITH CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES BLOG ENTRIES AND VIDEO DIARIES

s $ARK PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER SET IN THE BALLET WORLD
s &OR FANS OF v"LACK 3WANv

Corina Bomann

Ortwin Ramadan

Raven Man

The T.R.O.Y. Conspiracy

14+ / 448 pp. / paperback / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61676-4

14+ / 400 pp. / hardcover / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61865-2

2IGHTS SOLD TO 2USSIA

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s $ARK STORY FOR PSYCHO THRILLER FANS
s ! DETERMINED AND COMPELLING HEROINE

s 3HORTLISTED FOR "UXTEHUDER "ULLE PRIZE
s ! CAPTIVATING THOUGHT EXPERIMENT A SOCIETY
IS CONTROLLED BY ITS HEALTH SYSTEM
s 5P TO THE MINUTE THRILLER ABOUT THE SECRET
SERVICE AND WHISTLE BLOWERS

Crazy about New York · Vol. 1

Each title:

Crash Landing
in the House of Chaos

Katrin Lankers / Sara Vidal
14+ / 272 pp. / paperback / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-649-61758-7

Fiction

3ERIES FOR 'IRLS

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

4 ti
titles available
s &OUR VOLUMES OF A LIFESTYLE SERIES WITH CULT POTENTIAL
s 4HIS SERIES WILL MAKE YOU ADDICTED
s !N APARTMENT FULL OF LOVEABLE CHAOTIC CHARACTERS

Maja & Motte · Vol. 6

Each title:

It’s all Hocus-Pocus

Antje Szillat / Nina Dulleck
9+ / 192 pp. / hardcover with UV-spot varnish /
2-colour print / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-649-61940-6

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  "ULGARIA ,ATVIA
,ITHUANIA 0OLAND 4URKEY

6 titles available
s 4WO SUPERCHEEKY TWINS BRING A BREATH OF FRESH AIR IN THE
HOUSEHOLD
s &ROM THE POPULAR AUTHOR OF THE Rick BOOKS !NTJE 3ZILLAT
s 3ECRET NOTEBOOK ENTRIES AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH CHAPTER

Flo’s Animal
Guest House · Vol. 1

Monkey Mum
Wanted!
ISBN 978-3-649-60262-0

Each title:
Sarah Bosse / Nina Dulleck
8+/ 112 pp. / hardcover / € 7.95
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES 
#ZECH 2EPUBLIC 4HE .ETHERLANDS

6 titles available
s   SOLD COPIES
s 0OPULAR SUBJECT FOR GIRLS LOVING ANIMALS AND CARING FOR THEM
s !WARD WINNING BESTSELLING AUTHOR 3ARAH "OSSE

Flora Fleetbroom · Vol. 1

Each title:

The Secret of the
Witch Wood

Eleni Livanios
7+ / 144 pp. / 17 x 22 cm / hardcover with
glitter / 4-colour print / € 12.95

ISBN 978-3-649-62085-3

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  2OMANIA 6IETNAM

4 titles available
s &OR ALL BIG AND SMALL FRIENDS OF WITCHES
s &ULLY ILLUSTRATED CHAPTER BOOKS FOR EARLY READERS
s -AGICAL WORLD CREATED FOR DREAM lLLED YOUNG GIRLS
19

Fiction

&OR (ORSE ,OVERS

My Island Pony Luna · Vol. 1

Fritzi Pferdeglück · Vol. 1 / Western

A Friend for Elisa

The Foal from the Western Ranch

ISBN 978-3-649-61678-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61374-1

4 titles available

7 titles available
s %VERY HORSE MAD GIRL DREAMS OF &RITZI@S RIDING
HOLIDAYS
s ,UNA n A PONY FRIEND FOR LIFE
s 7ESTERN RANCH !RABIAN STUD FARM OR )CELANDIC
STABLES n NEW PLACES OF ACTION IN EVERY BOOK

s (EARTY STORIES FOR LITTLE HORSE AND PONY FRIENDS
s ,UNA n A PONY FRIEND FOR LIFE
Each title:
Sarah Bosse / Tina Schulte
7+ / 112 pp. / hardcover / € 7.95
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  "ELGIUM 7ORLD $UTCH

Each title:
8+ / 128 pp. / hardcover / € 8.95
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Mill Valley Pony Farm · Vol. 1

Rosenburg Riding Stables · Vol. 1

You Can Do It, Anna

Antonia, the Horse Whisperer

ISBN 978-3-8157-4072-9

ISBN 978-3-8157-5112-1

11 titles available

6 titles available

s   COPIES OF -ILL 6ALLEY 3TABLES BOOKS
SOLD

s %LITE RIDING STABLES
s 0ROFESSIONAL RIDING CIRCUIT

Each title:

Each title:

Sarah Bosse / Stefan Baumann
8+ / 112 pp. / hardcover / € 9.95

Elisabeth Zöller / Brigitte Kolloch / Betina Gotzen-Beek
8+ / 96 pp. / hardcover / 4-colour print / € 9.95

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  (UNGARY

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  53! 7ORLD %NGLISH

Rick 1

Each title:

My Life and Other
Disasters

Antje Szillat / Kim Schmidt
10+ / 176 pp. / hardcover / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-8157-5298-2

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  ,ATVIA ,ITHUANIA 3PAIN

Fiction

3ERIES FOR "OYS

Over 150.000
copies sold

6 titles available
s 4HE PERFECT READ FOR BOYS n AND GIRLS WHO
WANT TO KNOW HOW BOYS REALLY TICK
s !BSURDLY FUNNY COMIC STRIPS BY +IM 3CHMIDT
THE ILLUSTRATOR OF Three ??? Kids

The Rottentodds · Vol. 1

Each title:

Uncle Deprius‘ Dark Legacy

Harald Tonollo / Carla Miller
8+ / 112-136 pp. / hardcover / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-8157-9687-0

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  #ZECH
2EPUBLIC &RANCE

Over 80.000
copies sold

6 titles available
s &ILM RIGHTS OPTIONED
s *OIN 0OLLY THE FAMILY@S WHITE SHEEP AS SHE
TRIES TO GET HER FAMILY@S MAGIC POWERS BACK

Dino Terra · Vol. 1

Each title:

T-Rex Alarm

Fabian Lenk / Tobias Goldschalt
8+ / 112 pp. / hardcover /
4-colour print / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-649-60475-4

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

8 titles available
s 3ET IN THE YEAR  IN A GRIPPING
FUTURISTIC WORLD
s 4HE PERFECT MIXTURE OF SCI l AND
ADVENTURE
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Board Books

Growing up with
The right book for every age

months

Arrival and wonder

The newborn discovers the world with all their senses.
Cloth books and fan-fold books with clear images and
contrasting colours promote baby’s perceptive faculties and
soon become beloved companions.

months

Crawling and recognition

Baby’s world gets bigger! They grasp and investigate their
favourite books and articles for play with better dexterity,
prompting enthusiastic comments on beloved images.

months

Walking and mastering

Da, da! Recognizing and even sounding familiar things
in a book – babies’ development makes enormous advances.
Reading aloud provides young world explorers
with a sense of security.

months

Speaking and discovering

A new word every day! Little word wizards comprehend more
and more linguistic connections. Increasingly skillful ﬁngers
ensure that every day experiences are discovered – behind
ﬂaps, in sliders or moving elements and much more!

months

Conversation and unterstanding

Now the little ones are getting big! Board picture books
stimulate their imaginations with more complex picture-worlds
and variety, and role models help them better to understand
their daily lives.
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Maike Taddicken
"ABY "LISS

NEW

Anne Mussenbrock
"ABY "LISS

NEW

Anne Mussenbrock
"ABY "LISS

months

NEW

'OOD .IGHT #UDDLE "OOK

-Y &AVOURITE #HILDREN@S 3ONGS

-Y "ABY "LISS &INGER 'AMES

0 m+ / 8 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / fabric fanfold
with ribbon ties / with glow-in-the-dark
colour / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62183-6

0m+ / 18 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cloth-covered
hardcover / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62487-5

,ITTLE 4RIP 4RAP "EAR
0m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard /
with gripping toy in book packaging (19 x
20 x 5.8 cm) / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62555-1

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s 'LOWS IN THE DARK
s 7ITH RIBBON TIES FOR PLAYPEN OR COT
s 7ASHABLE AT ª# EASY CARE

s #OLLECTION OF lRST SONGS
s 0OPULAR SONGS
s 0ART OF A SUCCESSFUL RANGE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s 'IFT SET GRIPPING TOY WITH BELL
s %NCOURAGES BABIES TO EXPLORE
WITH ALL THEIR SENSES
s 7ASHABLE AT ª #

s "RIEF INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAY
AND MASSAGES
s #UDDLE VERSES AND BABY
MASSAGES FOSTER BABYS BODY
PERCEPTION
s 4HE IDEAL PRESENT FOR A NEW
BABY

Anne Mussenbrock
"ABY "LISS

-Y &IRST #UDDLE 6ERSES
0m+ / 22 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / padded, cloth
covered hardcover / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62163-8
2IGHTS SOLD TO .ORWAY

Board Books

0-6
3

#LOTH AND &IRST "OOKS

Elisabeth Lüger
"ABY "LISS

-Y &AVOURITE &INGER 'AMES
0m+ / 20 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cloth covered
hardcover / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67025-4
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Board Books

6+

months

&INGER 'AME "OOKS

-Y &UNNY &INGER 'AME "OOK SERIES
Each title:
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with
ﬁnger holes / € 4.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  #HINA $ENMARK
&RANCE

s 3UCCESSFUL PRODUCT FORMAT
s $ELIGHTFUL TWO LINE RHYMES FUNNY
ILLUSTRATIONS
s 5NBEATABLE PRICE

Anne Mussenbrock

Marlit Peikert

4RIPP 4RAPP

4INGLE 4ANGLE n 6EHICLES

ISBN 978-3-649-62334-2

ISBN 978-3-649-60287-3

Kristina Franke & Brigitte Pokornik / Karin Blume

Katherina Siegers

4INGLE 4ANGLE

4INGLE 4ANGLE n /N THE &ARM

ISBN 978-3-8157-1287-0

ISBN 978-3-649-60288-0

s 4HE IDEAL
ID
PRESENT FOR NEW BABIES
s 7ITH A PEEPHOLE ON EVERY PAGE

Katja Frixe / Maike Taddicken

) ,OVE 9OU
9O ,ITTLE $WARF
&OR THE "ES
"EST "ABY IN THE 7HOLE 7ORLD
6m+ / 20 pp
pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with
peepho
oles / € 6.99
peepholes
ISBN 9978-3-649-62357-1
78-3!LLL RIGHTS AAVAILABLE
!LL
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-Y &IRST "ALL "OOK SERIES
Each title:
Christine Kugler
6m+ / 14 pp. / 18 x 15.5 cm /
cardboard / with die-cut holes
and rotatable rattle ball / € 7.99

6+

months

Board Books

-Y &IRST "ALL "OOKS

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  %STONIA

s 7ITH STURDY ROLLABLE RATTLE BALL
s 2HYMING TEXT

2OLLING #AR

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62630-5

The wheels on the car roll back and forth. The ﬁrst
simple movements and the noise of the rattle ball
are a playful way to engage very young children’s
eyes, ears and hands.

,ITTLE "EAR

,ITTLE "UG

ISBN 978-3-649-67027-8

ISBN 978-3-649-67026-1
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Board Books

6-12

4OUCH  &EEL THE 7ORLD

months

Touch & Feel the World with Coppenrath
Toddlers who understand the world with all their senses have
it easier later in life! Grasping things in a literal sense trains the brain to
grasp abstract ideas and connections later on. A touch-and-feel
book provides the best foundation for that!
4OUCH  &EEL THE 7ORLD

-Y &IRST 4OUCH AND &EEL )NDEX "OOK SERIES
Each title:
12m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with tabs made of
various touch-and-feel elements / € 12.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  &INLAND )TALY .ORWAY 3WEDEN

s ! WIDE VARIETY OF TOUCH AND FEEL ELEMENTS
s %NCOURAGES GRIPPING FEELING AND LOOKING
s 3EE A TRANSFORMATIVE EFFECT AS YOU TURN THE
PAGES

Sabine Kraushaar

7HO IS IN THE &ARMYARD
ISBN 978-3-649-62393-9

Sandra Grimm / Sabine Kraushaar

7HOS 4HAT
ISBN 978-3-649-62396-0

4OUCH  FEEL THE 7ORLD

-Y lRST 4OUCH AND &EEL "OOK FOR
THE "UGGY SERIES
Each title:
Sabine Kraushaar
6m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard
nts
with buggy tie / with touch-and-feel elements
and peepholes / € 7.99
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s (IGH QUALITY WASHABLE
BUGGY TIE  ª# EASY CARE
s ! VARIETY OF TOUCH AND FEEL
ELEMENTS
s )DEAL FOR WHEN YOURE OUT
AND ABOUT
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 3PORTY 3PEEDSTERS
ISBN 978-3-649-62243-7

Who’s that driving along? Ten funnyy
vehicles zoom through the book, with
th
stories to be told.

 #LUMSY #REATURES
ISBN 978-3-649-62244-4
Who’s that waddling along? There are ten
little baby animals to discover here, with
stories to be told.

18+

months

4OUCH  &EEL THE 7ORLD

-Y 4OUCH AND &EEL 4AB "OOK SERIES
Each title:
Sabine Kraushaar
18m+ / 10 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with peephole /
with tabs and touch-and-feel elements / € 9.99

s 'ENEROUS VARIED TOUCH AND FEEL ELEMENTS
s %NCOURAGES GRIPPING FEELING AND TURNING THE PAGES
s ! VERY lRST SEARCHING GAME

Board Books

4OUCH  &EEL THE 7ORLD

!LL RIGHTS
G
AVAILABLE

7ILD "OAR $EER AND "ABY /WL

NEW

ISBN 978-649-62394-6

"UMBLE -OUSE AND "UTTERmY

NEW

ISBN 978-649-62395-3

(ARE &ROG AND $UCKLING
ISBN 978-3-649-62284-0

3HEEP $OG AND ,ITTLE $ONKEY
ISBN 978-3-649-62285-7
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Board Books

months

&ROM .EAR TO &AR 3ERIES

&ROM .EAR TO &AR SERIES
Each title:
Yousun Koh
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with
peephole / with die-cut shapes / € 6.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  &RANCE 2USSIA

s
s
s
s

/UR UNIQUE NON lCTION FORMULA
2EALISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS
$ISCOVER MORE OF THE WORLD FROM ONE PAGE TO THE NEXT
%NCOURAGES PERCEPTION AND CONCENTRATION

From near to far! The world gets a bit bigger from one page to the next. Can you still
see the little animal on the last page? An age-appropriate concept for young children,
using research in the areas of perception and developmental psychology.

4HE ,ITTLE &ROG
ISBN 978-3-649-62338-0

4HE ,ITTLE "UMBLE "EE

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62339-7
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4HE ,ITTLE 3NAIL

4HE ,ITTLE "UG

ISBN 978-3-649-62290-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62289-5

NEW

s
s
s
s

&INALLY ! DINO FOR LITTLE ONES
3IMPLE RHYMING STORY
7ITH LARGE EASY TO USE SLIDING TABS AND mAPS
3ECOND TITLE PUBLISHED IN -AY

Christian Terweh

Tina Schulte
-Y &IRST 0UZZLE "OOK

NEW
W

(ELLO ,ITTLE $INO .INO

18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with 5
puzzle pieces / € 7.99
ISBN 978-3-649-69149-5

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

%ACH TITLE
Anna Karina Birkenstock
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with puzzle pieces / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62619-0
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

ISBN 978-3-649-62619-0

NEW

&IRE %NGINE $IGGER "IN ,ORRY

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with sliding
tab / with tabs and ﬂaps / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62427-1

&IRST *IGSAW &UN !NIMALS

s !N EXTRA LARGE STURDY PUZZLE ON
EACH DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
s $EVELOPS lNE MOTOR SKILLS

months

Board Books

0UZZLE "OOKS AND /THER

NEW

s
s
s
s

 JIGSAW PICTURES IN EVERY BOOK
4HREE STURDY PIECES PER PICTURE
4RAINS CONCENTRATION AND lNE MOTORIC SKILLS
0LAYING FUN

&IRST *IGSAW &UN 6EHICLES

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62620-6
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Board Books

months

'OODNIGHT 3TORIES

A truly enchanting book
s 4OUCHING POETIC TEXT
s 5NIQUE EXPRESSIVE ILLUSTRATIONS
s 3PECIAL FEATURES SILVER FOIL ON THE
COVER AND INSIDE
„I cannot get to sleep again,“ the hippopotamus complains.
Now and again all children have the same problem as the little hippo…
With calm, dream-like illustrations and lovely rhymes, this bedtime story
goes through all the nightly rituals that children know and love.

NEW

Sebastian Loth

3LEEP 7ELL "IG +ISS ,ITTLE
(IPPOPOTAMUS
18m+ / 20 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with foil
and spot-UV varnish / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62501-8
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s
s
s
s

Dorothea Ackroyd

NEW

,IGHT ON ,IGHT OFF
!T MY (OUSE
12m+ / 12 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard / with
light switch and light / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62423-3
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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)NNOVATIVE PRODUCT FORMAT
3WITCH THE LIGHT ON AND OFF AGAIN AND AGAIN
!TMOSPHERIC ILLUSTRATIONS
2HYMING TEXT

months

Magical search-and-find pictures!
(AVE A 'O &EEL AND 3EARCH SERIES
Each Title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with ﬂocking
and special colours / € 9.99

s 3PECIAL COLOUR PRINTING FOR EXTRA BRIGHTNESS
s &LOCKING ON ALL PAGES
s !GE APPROPRIATE SEARCH AND lND FUN
A great variety of cheerful illustrations make children want to look
more closely and feel: little Pipo and Ella are picked out in soft
ﬂocking and hidden on every page. Little detectives will feel and
know right away: here they are!

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  &RANCE

7HERE IS 0IPO 0ENGUIN

Board Books

.EW 3ERIES BY 9AYO +AWAMURA

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62495-0

9AYO +AWAMURA grew up in Tokyo and moved to colourful
Berlin after the fall of the Berlin Wall. She studied design
communications and has great fun working as a freelance
illustrator and graphic designer. She often indulges her
weakness for coloured pencils, paints and paper until late
into the night.

7HERE IS %LLA /WL

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62496-7
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Board Books

months

"OOKS BY 9AYO +AWAMURA

s
s
s
s

!N INVITATION FOR KIDS TO TALK AND TELL
,EARN OVER  TERMS
5NIQUE ILLUSTRATIONS
6ERY LARGE FORMAT

Yayo Kawamura

!LL 4HESE ARE 0ICTURES AND 7ORDS
18m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm / cardboard / € 10.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61869-0
2IGHTS SOLD TO #ZECH 2EPUBLIC $ENMARK &RANCE 4HE
.ETHERLANDS 3PAIN #ATALAN 3PANISH

!LL 4HAT ) +NOW SERIES
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 22 pp. / 16.5 x 15 cm /
cardboard / € 6.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO $ENMARK )SRAEL
,ATVIA 3PAIN 3PANISH

2ED 'REEN "LUE #OLOURS
ISBN 978-3-649-66926-5

32

/NE 4WO 4HREE .UMBERS
ISBN 978-3-649-66927-2

-OO !NIMALS

6ROOM 6ROOM 6EHICLES

ISBN 978-3-649-66933-3

ISBN 978-3-649-66934-0

months

(ELLO 0E0E AND -ILLI SERIES
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with pull tabs and ﬂaps / € 9.95

Board Books

"OOKS BY 9AYO +AWAMURA

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  #HINA #ROATIA $ENMARK &AROE )SLANDS
&INLAND &RANCE )TALY *APAN +OREA ,ATVIA 4HE .ETHERLANDS 3PAIN
"ASQUE #ATALAN 3PANISH 53! 7ORLD %NGLISH

s 33UCCESSFUL PLAY CONCEPT SEARCH lND
s7
7ITH SMALL AND LARGE mAPS AND SLIDING ELEMENTS ON EACH SPREAD
s/
/VER   COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE

0EPE AND -ILLI ON THE &ARM

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62552-00

Pepe and Milli are visiting a farm. There are lots of
exciting things to do here: Pepe drives the tractor, Milli
waters the vegetables, and they pick apples together Pepe and Milli love it in the countryside! Large, funny
pull-tabs bring every page to life.

'OOD .IGHT 0E0E  -ILLI
ISBN 978-3-649-61344-2

0LAY (IDE AND 3EEK
WITH 0E0E  -ILLI
ISBN 978-3-649-61044-1

!$
$AY WITH 0E0E  -ILLI

%ACH TITLE

ISBN 978-3-649-61043-4
IS

Yayo K
Kawamura
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardbo
cardboard / € 6.95
ISBN 9978-3-649-61228-5

0E0E  -ILLI (AVE
TO GO 0OTTY

2IGHTS SOLD TO &INLAND
,ATVIA 3PAIN #ATALAN
3PANIS
3PANISH

ISBN 978-3-649-62265-9

7
7HAT
-ILLI ,IKES
ISBN 978-3-649-61229-2

7HAT 0E0E ,IKES
ISBN 978-3-649-61228-5

Yayo Kawamura

0E0E  -ILLI ARE ,OOKING
FOR 4HINGS
18m+ / 14 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard with ﬂaps / € 7.95

Yayo Kawamura
0E0E  -ILLI

7HOS 4HAT +NOCKING

ISBN 978-3-649-66690-5

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with ﬂaps / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61735-8

2IGHTS SOLD TO #ROATIA
$ENMARK )TALY

2IGHTS SOLD TO #ROATIA $ENMARK
&AROE )SLANDS 3PAIN #ATALAN 3PANISH
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Board Books

12-18
months

3EARCH A 0ICTURE n &IND A 7ORD 3ERIES

Discover, name, and find again!
3EARCH A 0ICTURE n &IND A 7ORD SERIES
Each title:
12m+ / 18 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard / € 4.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  $ENMARK 4HE
.ETHERLANDS

Stefan Seidel

NEW

s /VER  REALISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS OF VEHICLES  ANIMALS
s 0ROMOTES LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
s (ANDY POCKET SIZE FORMAT

Sybille Brauer

!LL MY 6EHICLES

!LL MY 7ORDS

ISBN 978-3-649-62489-9

ISBN 978-3-649-61973-4

Sybille Brauer
3EARCH A 0ICTURE n &IND A 7ORD

NEW

Sybille Brauer

!LL MY !NIMALS
ISBN 978-3-649-62488-2

NEW

3O -ANY !NIMALS
18m+ / 14 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm / cardboard / with
spot-UV varnish / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66897-8
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s 3UCCESSFUL ESTABLISHED CONCEPT
s  LARGE FORMAT SEARCH AND lND PICTURES
AND OVER  VIGNETTES ON EVERY PAGE
s 5NIQUE TIMELESS ILLUSTRATIONS

Sybille Brauer
3EARCH A 0ICTURE n &IND A 7ORD

3O -ANY 7ORDS
12m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm / cardboard with spot
varnishing / with over 30 ﬂaps / € 10.95
ISBN 978-3-649-60339-9
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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s 3TRONG THEME
s 2EALISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS
s 3UCCESSFUL SERIES

12-18
months

Board Books

3EARCH A 0ICTURE n &IND A 7ORD 3ERIES

Sybille Brauer
3EARCH A 0ICTURE n &IND A 7ORD

-Y &AVOURITE 6EHICLES
12m+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 28 cm / cardboard / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66760-5
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

3EARCH A 0ICTURE n &IND A 7ORD SERIES
Each title:
18m+ / 22 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / cardboard / with
spot-UV varnish / € 4.95

s -ORE THAN  THINGS TO lND
s 0OPULAR PLAY PRINCIPLE
s 3UCCESSFUL PREDECESSORS

Melanie Brockamp / Hartmut Bieber

NEW

3EARCH IN THE #OUNTRYSIDE
ISBN 978-3-649-62713-5
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Stefan Seidel / Melanie Brockamp / Stefanie Klassen

Sybille Brauer

3EARCH !LONG WITH THE 6EHICLES

#OME AND 3EARCH IN MY 7ORLD

ISBN 978-3-649-62335-9

ISBN 978-3-649-60199-9

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  %STONIA 3WEDEN

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Board Books

24+

months

! ,OT TO $ISCOVER
s .EW SERIES
s (IGH QUALITY ILLUSTRATIONS FULL OF
WARMTH AND WIT
s 4HE NUMBER ONE TOPIC FOR LITTLE BOYS
Exciting tasks and lots of fun await little car fans in this
series. In the ﬁrst book, we meet Parker the tow truck,
who is never short of a witty come-back.

Silvio Neuendorf
,ITTLE 4OWN

NEW

4HE ,ITTLE 4OW 4RUCK
24m+ / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62568-1
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s
s
s
s

0OPULAR CONCEPT SEARCH AND lND
#HILDREN WILL LOOK AT AGAIN AND AGAIN
3UCCESSFUL PREDECESSORS
$OUBLE THICK OMNIBUS EDITION PLUS NEW ILLUSTRATIONS

Spring, summer, autumn and winter – there’s always something going on
when the imps are around! One of them is always up to no good – that’s
Mats with the stripy pointed hat! Can you ﬁnd him?

Outi Kaden

NEW

-Y "IG %LF 3EARCH AND &IND "OOK
24m+ / 20 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / cardboard / with
holographic foil / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67107-7
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

-Y &UN %LVES 3EARCH AND &IND SERIES
Each title:
Kristina Schaefer / Outi Kaden
24m+ / 14 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard with hologram
foil / € 9.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  $ENMARK %STONIA &INNLAND
'REECE .ORWAY

36

-Y #HRISTMAS %LF
3EARCH AND &IND "OOK

-Y 3PRINGTIME %LF
3EARCH AND &IND "OOK

ISBN 978-3-649-61713-6

ISBN 978-3-649-66830-5

%ACH TITLE
Hans-Christian Schmidt / Kerstin M. Schuld
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs / € 8.99

s )MPORTANT EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES
s %ASY TO USE PULL TABS
s ,OVABLE CHARACTER TO IDENTIFY WITH

18-24
months

Board Books

%VERYDAY 3TORIES

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Funny rhymes encourage children to use the tabs and ﬂaps.
Bommel Bear does all the things young children can do too!

! $AY WITH "OMMEL "EAR

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-67041-4

,OOK 7HAT "OMMEL "EAR #AN DO

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-67042-1

%ACH TITLE
Katrin Engelking
24m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 5.99

) $ONT .EED A $UMMY

NEW

s )MPORTANT EVERYDAY TOPICS
s ,OVABLE PROTAGONIST
s 7ORDS AND PICTURES BY SUCCESSFUL
ILLUSTRATOR +ATRIN %NGELKING

6ROOM VROOM )M $RIVING

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62677-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62678-7

When little ones start growing up…
This is a joyful, lovingly-told story of everyday life,
about the big step of giving up your dummy.

When little ones start growing up…
These joyful, lovingly told stories are all about everyday life
with Finn, who wants to discover the world on his pushalong toy car.
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Board Books

24+
months

0LAY "OOKS
s 2HYMING STORIES OF EVERYDAY LIFE
s ,OVABLE PROTAGONISTS
s 7ITH AN ELEMENT OF PLAY

%ACH TITLE
24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with
pull-tabs / € 7.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  )TALY 3WEDEN
4HE .ETHERLANDS

Katja Richert / Martina Badstuber

38

NEW

Katja Richert / Martina Badstuber

NEW

+NÚPFCHEN 'OES TO THE 0OTTY

-EOW 3HOUTS /W

-Y 0LAY "OOK WITH 4OWEL
ISBN 978-3-649-62424-0

-Y 0LAY "OOK AND 0LASTER
ISBN 978-3-649-62425-7

tant
Ready, steady, potty! A cheerful story of the important
everyday topic of using the potty.

The kitty needs a plaster, quick! Here’s her paw, now make it stick.
A rhyming story of everyday life full of fun and love, all about the
important ideas of friendship and comforting other people.

Martina Badstuber

Katja Richert / Martina Badstuber

2àBE IS 4IRED

-ËHNE "RUSHES HIS 4EETH

-Y 0LAY "OOK AND "LANKET
ISBN 978-3-649-62268-0

-Y 0LAY "OOK AND -IRROR
ISBN 978-3-649-62269-7

Everyone is off to bed – but Rübe isn’t ready yet! A rhyming
bedtime story taken from everyday life, full of humour and love.

What are you doing, Mähne mine? Brushing my teeth
until they shine! A rhyming story taken from everyday
life, on the important theme of brushing your teeth.

months

A good night guaranteed!
Soo tired...

Board Books

24+

%VERYDAY 3TORIES

s 0LAY BOOK
OOK FOR A FAVOURITE EVENING RITUAL
PUTTING ALL THE ANIMALS TO BED
s 7ITH GLUED CARDBOARD BEDS AND  STURDY
CHARACTER CARDS

Liane Hedlund / Hartmut Bieber

4HE ,ITTLE -OON &AIRY 3AYS 'OODNIGHT
0LAY "OOK WITH ,ITTLE "EDS
24m+ / 14 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with 4 stuck-on
cardboard beds / with die-cut shapes and glitter / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62529-2
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Andreas König / Günther Jakobs

NEW

3LEEP 3LEEP 7HEN ,ITTLE 3HEEP GO TO 3LEEP
24m+ / 18 pp. / 23 x 18 cm / cardboard / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62293-2
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s #OUNTING SHEEP WITH A DIFFERENCE
s &UNNY RHYMING TEXT
s 3UCCESSFUL ILLUSTRATOR
Olaf the sheep just can’t get to sleep. The other animals have
lots of good ideas to help him. Will any of them work?
A lovingly rhymed bedtime story, with humour and charming
illustrations to send little ones off to dreamland.

Hans-Christian Schmidt / Andrea Hebrock

NEW

+NOCK +NOCK #OME IN
24m+ / 18 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / cardboard / with pull-tabs
and ﬂaps / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62436-3
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s *OYFUL RHYMING TEXT
s 7ITH LOTS OF mAPS AND A PULL TAB
Hear that knocking, one, two, three? Who’s outside?
Let’s go and see! Who’s scratching at the window pane?
Who’s hiding in the cupboard again? A higgledy-piggledy book with lots of ﬂaps to encourage children to join
in and play along.
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Board Books

months

&IRST 3TORIES

Stories about little things
that bring lots of happiness!
-Y &IRST 0ICTURE BOOK 3TORY SERIES
Each title:
3+ / 24 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / hardcover / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62492-9

s &IRST PICTURE BOOKS ON STURDY
CARD PICTURE BOOK PAGES
s &ULL LENGTH STORIES

2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  #ROATIA

Barbara Korthues

(URRAY )M 'OING TO 0RESCHOOL
ISBN 978-3-649-67084-1

Liane Hedlund / Maria Wissmann

NEW

4HE ,ITTLE $UMMY &AIRY
ISBN 978-3-649-62492-9

40

Katharina E. Volk / Christine Kugler

Sarah Bosse / Carola Sturm

(ARES 4UMMY 4ICKLE

-Y &IRST $AY AT THE 0ONY 3TABLES

ISBN 978-3-649-62315-1

ISBN 978-3-649-66976-0

NEW

24+
months

#APT@N 3HARKY SERIES
Each title:
Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf
24m+ / 26 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard with gold foil / € 8.99
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Board Books

#APTgN 3HARKY FOR ,ITTLE /NES

s /VER   COPIES OF THE PICTURE BOOK
SERIES SOLD
s 3UCCESSFUL CHARACTER n lNALLY AVAILABLE
FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN ON STURDY CARDBOARD
PAGES
s 0OPULAR PIRATE ADVENTURES IN A SHORTENED
FORM
Michi can hardly believe his eyes: there’s a ship coming towards him.
Quite a small ship – with a pirate on it! The ﬁrst two adventures for
Michi and Capt’n Sharky, carefully abridged and simpliﬁed for all
little pirate fans!

4HE 'REAT 4REASURE (UNT
ISBN 978-3-649-62711-1

4HE -YSTERIOUS 3EA -ONSTER
ISBN 978-3-649-62712-8
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Board Books

months

0HOTOGRAPHIC "OOKS

-Y !NIMAL 7ORLD $ISCOVERY SERIES
Ea
Each title:
18
18m+ / 36 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 9.95

Over 115.000
O
copies sold

s
s
s
s

-Y 7OODLAND !NIMALS

/VER  QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS
&IRST KNOWLEDGE OF LITTLE ANIMAL FRIENDS
4O LOOK AT AGAIN AND AGAIN
4HE NEW TITLE IN THE SUCCESSFUL SERIES

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-61954-3
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

-Y &AVOURITE !NIMALS
ISBN 978-3-649-61997-0
2IGHTS SOLD TO "ULGARIA
$ENMARK )TALY 2OMANIA 3WEDEN

- &ARM !NIMALS
-Y
ISBN 978-3-649-67031-5
2IGHTS SOLD TO "ULGARIA %STONIA )TALY
2OMANIA

42

-Y &AVOURITE !NIMAL "OOK

-Y &AVOURITE "ABY !NIMAL "OOK

-Y !NIMALS
L IN THE
H 7INTER

ISBN: 978-3-649-60345-0

ISBN 978-3-649-61348-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66754-4

2IGHTS SOLD TO "ULGARIA $ENMARK
%STONIA &INLAND 'REECE ,ITHUANIA
.ORWAY 3WEDEN

2IGHTS SOLD TO %STONIA )TALY 3WEDEN
3PAIN 3PANISH

2IGHTS SOLD TO )TALY

,ISTEN 7HO@S 4HAT SERIES
Each title:
Anna Taube / Günther Jakobs
24m+ / 14 pp. / 17 x 17 cm / cardboard with 6 integrated
sounds and ﬂaps / € 9.99
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s
s
s
s

7ITH INTEGRATED SOUNDS ON EACH DOUBLE PAGE
7ITH SIX REAL ANIMAL SOUNDS
&UN STORY LINE
!CCLAIMED ILLUSTRATOR

months

Board Books

3OUND "OOKS

,ISTEN 7HOS 4HAT 1UACKING
ISBN 978-3-649-61961-1

,ISTEN 7HOS 4HAT &ARTING
ISBN 978-3-649-62426-4
Whoops – a fart!
The giant bear, Don Arne, is serving Chili con Carne, and – whoops – soon each
of the animals lets out a fart: little animals little farts, bigger animals bigger farts,
right? Listen to them rattle and parp! Bags of fun for all little readers. With 6
funny fart sounds and a simple, rhyming story.

s /VER   COPIES SOLD IN THIS SERIES
s 0OPULAR TOPIC FAVOURITE ANIMALS
s  TRUE TO LIFE ANIMAL NOISES

Kerstin M. Schuld

,OOK WHOS -EOWING AND "ARKING

Kerstin M. Schuld

NEW

18m + / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / hardcover / sound strip
with 5 sounds / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62272-7
2IGHTS SOLD TO #ROATIA

,OOK WHOS 'RUNTING AND +NOCKING
18m + / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / hardcover / sound strip
with 5 sounds / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62294-9
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Board Books

18-24
months

6EHICLES AND #ONSTRUCTION 3ITE

s 0ROPER STORIES FEATURING
EVERYONES FAVOURITE VEHICLES
s  STORIES IN ONE BOOK

Stefan Seidel

Stefan Seidel

3O -ANY (UGE 6EHICLES IN !CTION

3O -ANY "IG 6EHICLES AT 7ORK

24m+ / 58 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-60238-5 .%7

24m+ / 50 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62522-3 .%7

2IGHTS SOLD TO #ZECH 2EPUBLIC $ENMARK

2IGHTS SOLD TO #ZECH 2EPUBLIC

Guido Wandrey

-Y &IRST "UILDING 3ITE "OOK
18m+ / 12 pp. / 21 x 17 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs and ﬂaps / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67087-2 .%7
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

s 5NBEATABLE COMBINATION VEHICLES AND
PULL TABS
s 4HE FOLLOW UP TO A SUCCESSFUL LONG SELLER
s ,ARGE EASY TO USE PULL TABS AND mAPS

Fold the pages...
...down

s 7ITH LARGE FOLD OUT PAGES
s 3TRONG TOPIC FOR BOYS
s $ETAILED ILLUSTRATIONS

Stefan Seelig

#ONSTRUCTION !BOVE AND 5NDER 'ROUND
24m+ / 22 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard with 3 large foldout pages / € 8.99

...up...

ISBN 978-3-649-67051-3 .%7
2IGHTS SOLD TO (UNGARY 4HE .ETHERLANDS
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... and sideways!

,OOK AT 4HAT SERIES
Each title:
Anna Taube / Dorothea Ackroyd
18m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 23 cm / contour-cut cardboard / € 9.99

s $ETAILED CONTOUR CUT PAGES
s &UNNY RHYMES

18+

months

Board Books

&OR ,ITTLE %XPLORERS

2IGHTS SOLD TO "RAZIL %STONIA &RANCE ,ITHUANIA

)N THE 'ARDEN

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62490-5 .

)N THE 7OODS
ISBN 978-3-649-62303-8 .

)N THE :OO

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62491-2 .

NEW

/N THE &ARM

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62302-1 .
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Board Books

6-12
months

"ACKLIST 4REASURES

-Y &AVOURITE 4OUCH AND &EEL "OOK SERIES
Each title:
Anna Taube / Maja Bach
12m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with touch-and-feel elements / € 7.95
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  #HINA

%VERYTHING 4HAT #HUGS AND 4OOTS

%VERYTHING 4HAT 2UNS AND 2OLLS

%VERYTHING 4HAT "ELLOWS AND "UZZES

ISBN 978-3-649-61689-4

ISBN 978-3-649-61369-5

ISBN 978-3-649-61567-5

%VERYTHING 4HAT 'LITTERS AND 3HINES

%VERYTHING 4HAT -OOS AND "AAS

%VERYTHING 4HAT &LITS AND &LIES

ISBN 978-3-649-61688-7

ISBN 978-3-649-61566-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61368-8

-Y 0EEK A "OO SERIES
Each title:
Dorothea Ackroyd
6m+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with tear-proof
ﬂap on each double page / € 5.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  &INLAND .ORWAY 3WEDEN

46

s
s
s
s

4EAR AND SALIVA RESISTANT mAPS
0OPULAR PLAY FORMAT
&LAPS WHICH FEEL LIKE FABRIC
,AUNCHED IN NEW HANDY FORMAT

0EEK A "OO 7HO IS
0LAYING 4HERE

0EEK A "OO 7HO ,IVES
4HERE

0EEK A "OO 7HO IS
3WIMMING 4HERE

0EEK A "OO 7HO IS
$RIVING 4HERE

ISBN 978-3-649-62287-1

ISBN 978-3-649-66904-3

ISBN 978-3-649-66905-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66840-4

0EEK A "OO 7HOS THAT
.IBBLING

0EEK A "OO 7HO IS
3LEEPING 4HERE

0EEK A "OO 7HO IS
3QUEALING 4HERE

ISBN 978-3-649-62286-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62170-6

ISBN 978-3-649-66796-4

0EEK A "OO 7HO !M )
ISBN 978-3-649-61332-9

-Y 'OGGLE %YES 4OUCH AND &EEL SERIES
Each title:
Maike Taddicken
12m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard with goggle eyes /
with ﬂocking or foil / with touch-and-feel elements / € 4.99

18+

months

s 7ITH GOGGLE EYES AND LOTS OF
DIFFERENT TOUCH AND FEEL ELEMENTS
s (ANDY FORMAT

Board Books

"ACKLIST 4REASURES

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

)N THE 'ARDEN

"ABY !NIMALS

!T THE 3EASIDE

7ORKING 6EHICLES

ISBN 978-3-649-66977-7

ISBN 978-3-649-66978-4

ISBN 978-3-649-67088-9

ISBN 978-3-649-67089-6

&IRST 4HINGS

!T THE &ARM

6EHICLES

&AVOURITE !NIMALS

ISBN 978-3-649-66837-4

ISBN 978-3-649-66835-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66836-7

ISBN 978-3-649-66834-3

-Y 0EEPHOLE "OOK SERIES
Each title:
Marlit Peikert
12m+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with peepholes / € 3.95
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

6EHICLES

&ARMYARD

#UDDLY !NIMALS

-Y &IRST 4HINGS

ISBN 978-3-649-61033-5 .%7

ISBN 978-3-649-61034-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61035-9 .%7

ISBN 978-3-649-61032-8 .%7
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Board Books

18+

"ACKLIST 4REASURES

months

'ET /N AND 2IDE !LONG SERIES

s 0EEPHOLES TRANSFORM PAGE BY PAGE
s %XTRA LONG FOLD OUT¬FUN
s #HEERFUL RHYMES

Each title:
Hans-Christian Schmidt / Marlit Peikert
18m+ / 18 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / fanfold book
with peepholes / € 4.95
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  $ENMARK 0OLAND

-Y 4RUCK

-Y "OAT

-Y 4RACTOR

-Y 4RAIN

ISBN 978-3-649-62178-2

ISBN 978-3-649-66825-1

ISBN 978-3-6 49-66826-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62177-5

4HATS -Y -UMMY SERIES

s &IRST MATCHING AND RECOGNITION GAMES
s )NNOVATIVE BOOK WITHIN A BOOK CONCEPT
s #HARMING ANIMAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Each title:
Hartmut Bieber
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with contour-cutting
and a miniature book / € 7.95
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  "ULGARIA %STONIA ,ATVIA

/N 4HE &ARM

!T THE 0OND

!T THE :OO

ISBN 978-3-649-61723-5

ISBN 978-3-649-61724-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61595-8

)N 4HE &OREST
.%7

ISBN 978-3-649-61596-5

-Y &AVOURITE 6EHICLES
SERIES
Each title:
Guido Wandrey
18+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm /
with glued ﬂaps / € 4.95
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

)N THE &IRE "RIGADE

/N THE "UILDING 3ITE

ISBN 978-3-649-61017-5 .%7

ISBN 978-3-649-61018-2 .%7 ISBN 978-3-649-61019-9 .%7

#OLLECTING 2UBBISH

/N THE &ARM
ISBN 978-3-649-61020-5 .%7

-Y ,ITTLE $ICTIONARY SERIES
Each title:
18m+ / 14 pp. / 10 x 13 cm / cardboard /
€ 3.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  3LOVAKIA

s 3MALL BUT MIGHTY
s (ANDY FORMAT
s 3MALL PRICE
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Stefan Seidel

Manfred Rohrbeck

Stefan Seidel

Tina Frankenstein-Börlin

6EHICLES

&ARMYARD

"UILDING 3ITE

!NIMALS

ISBN 978-3-649-67103-9

ISBN 978-3-649-67106-0

ISBN 978-3-649-67105-3

ISBN 978-3-649-67104-6

18+

months

"ODO "EAR SERIES
Each title:
Hartmut Bieber
24m+ / 14 pp. / 17 x 17 cm / cardboard
with die-cut cover and tabbed index /
€ 6.95
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

"ODO "EAR 'OES TO THE
$OCTOR

"ODO "EAR 'OES TO "ED

"ODO "EAR #AN "RUSH (IS 4EETH

ISBN 978-3-649-60234-7

ISBN 978-3-8157-5574-7

Board Books

"ACKLIST 4REASURES

s 7ITH EXPERT TIPS FROM
0!2%.43 MAGAZINE
s )MPORTANT ISSUES FOR
EVERY CHILD

ISBN 978-3-649-60233-0

"ODO "EAR 'ETS "ETTER

"ODO "EAR 'OES 0OTTY

ISBN 978-3-8157-5474-0

ISBN 978-3-8157-5473-3

"ODO "EAR $OESNT .EED
(IS $UMMY
ISBN 978-3-8157-5476-4

Nina Dulleck

Ingmar Wendland / Nina Dulleck

Photos by Björn Jarosch

Maria Wissmann

!LL BY -YSELF

"UT ) 7ANT TO

7HERE ARE YOU "ABY !NIMALS

18m+ / 20 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61341-21

18m+ / 20 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61989-5

-Y #RAZILY #OLOURFUL
0EEPHOLE "OOK

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

18m+ / 20 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard with peepholes / € 7.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61994-9

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with fold-out pages / € 6.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66775-9
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Maria Wissmann

Maria Wissmann

Anna Taube

,ITTLE .ELLI THE $UCKLING AND (ER &RIENDS

'OODNIGHT .ELLI THE $UCKLING

'OOD .IGHT "ABY !NIMALS

18m+ / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard with touch-andfeel element on the cover / with ﬂaps and foil / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61639-9

18m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with plush wings / with ﬂaps and hologram
foil / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61984-0

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with holographic foil and ﬂaps / € 7.95

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

ISBN 978-3-649-61956-7
2IGHTS SOLD TO #ROATIA
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Board Books

18-24
months

"ACKLIST 4REASURES

Speaking and discovering
s 7ITH LARGE mAPS
s )MAGINATIVE TEXT
s $EVELOPS CHILDRENS SELF AWARENESS

s (UMOROUS TEXT
s 5NIQUE VISUAL VOCABULARY

Annette Langen / Sabine Kraushaar

4HIS IS (OW 9OU -ASTER THE
4OILET

Kai Lüftner / Yayo Kawamura

) AMx *UST -E

24m+ / 16 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard / € 7.99

24m+ / 14 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard / with ﬂaps / € 7.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61791-4

ISBN 978-3-649-60070-1
2IGHTS SOLD TO #ROATIA 3LOVAKIA
3LOVENIA

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

7HERE !RE 9OU SERIES
Each title:
Florian Ahle / Denitza Gruber
18m+ / 12 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / cardboard with ﬂaps / € 6.99
2IGHTS SOLD TO SERIES  #ROATIA $ENMARK )SRAEL ,ATVIA
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s 0OPULAR PLAY FORMAT SEARCH AND lND
s 3TRONG THEME MOTHER LOOKING FOR HER HIDING BABY
s 7ITH mAPS FOR KIDS TO SEARCH ALONG

7HERE !RE 9OU ,ITTLE $OG

7HERE !RE 9OU ,ITTLE "UNNY

7HERE !RE 9OU ,ITTLE #HICK

ISBN 978-3-649-62189-8

ISBN 978-3-649-66843-5

ISBN 978-3-649-66842-8

7HERE !RE 9OU ,ITTLE #AT

7HERE !
7H
!RE 9
9OU ,I
,ITTLE
L "
"EAR

7HERE !RE 9OU ,ITTLE -OUSE

ISBN 978-3-649-62083-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62082-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62190-4

24+
months

Search-and-find fun

Melanie Brockamp

Board Books

"ACKLIST 4REASURES

Hartmut Bieber

-Y "IG 3EARCH AND &IND
4RAIN "OOK

(AVE A ,OOK (AVE A
3EARCH

24m+ / 18 pp. / 24.6 x 32 cm /
cardboard and die-cut shapes,
fold-out pages and peepholes /
€ 12.95

%VERYONE )S 3WARMING 4HE
0LACE
24m+ / 24 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm /
cardboard / € 9.99

ISBN 978-3-649-61153-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66925-8

2IGHTS SOLD TO $ENMARK
4HE .ETHERLANDS 0OLAND

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Stefan Seidel

Melanie Brockamp

-Y !DVENTURE 3EARCH
AND &IND "OOK

-Y &AIRYTALE 3EARCH
AND &IND "OOK

24m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm /
cardboard / with foil on the
cover / € 9.95

24m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm /
cardboard / with gold foil on
the cover / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-8157-9397-8

ISBN 978-3-8157-8480-8

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

-Y &IRST 3EARCH AND
&IND SERIES
Each title:
24m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm /
cardboard with search-andﬁnd index tabs / € 7.95
!LL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Melanie Brockamp

Stefan Seidel

&AIRYTALES 7HERE ARE (ANSEL AND 'RETEL

6EHICLES 7HERE IS -R -EIER

ISBN 978-3-8157-9947-5

ISBN 978-3-8157-9948-2
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Picture Books
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Picture Books

They say a man lives in the moon...
Rhyming text
From Rotz’n’Roll star Kai Lüftner
Delightful illustrations by Astrid Henn
Glows in the dark!

Glowing in
the dark

Kai Lüftner / Astrid Henn

NEW

Manni in the Moon
4+ / 32 pp. / 27 x 24.5 cm / hardcover with
ﬂuorescent glowing colour / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67034-6
All rights available

Like everyone else, Manni the astronaut – an ingenious chap – believes a man
lives in the moon. Without further ado, he builds a rocket and blasts off into
space. Discover what - and who - he ﬁnds on the moon in exciting verses by
renaissance man Kai Lüftner and galactically great illustrations by Astrid Henn.
For all children who dream of ﬂying, and all grown-ups looking for love!
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Picture Books

Onno & Ontje

The story of an unusual friendship
in a unique little island world
s Series by ﬁlm producer Thomas Springer
(”Pettersson & Findus”)
s Charming tale of friendship with a funny twist
s Important everyday topic for children: looking
out for each other and sticking together
Thomas Springer / Alexandra Langenbeck

NEW

The World’s Greatest Friends Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-62670-1

Ontje is excited: a giant whale has stranded itself on their island!
A visitor at long last, thinks the little otter, and works hard to look
after the accidental guest. But the tide that should take the whale
back out to sea doesn’t get high enough. And eventually Ontje has
had enough: why is Onno suddenly spending so much time with
the whale, and not with him? The old ﬁsherman usually keeps to
himself. Does he like the whale better than he likes Ontje?
A story about trust that asks the important question: how do I
know that my best friend is still my best friend?

Onno & Ontje series
Each title:
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 12.99
Rights sold to (series): Estonia

One Friend Helps the Other. Always! · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-66920-3

ISBN 978-3-649-67154-1
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Thomas Springer produces feature ﬁlms,
including award-winning children’s ﬁlms like
“Pettersson & Findus.” He also wrote the
screenplays for many other ﬁlms. He lives
and works in Erfurt and Cologne.

© Matthias Derenbach

Thomas Springer / Matthias Derenbach

Suddenly Best Friends Forever · Vol. 1

©Thomas Springer

Thomas Springer / Matthias Derenbach

Matthias Derenbach was born in
1979, and completed his diploma in
communications design with a focus
on illustration in 2007. Since then, he
has worked as a freelance illustrator in
Cologne.

Ah, for crying out loud!

Picture Books

The Wild Bandit Thunderfart

s Series with crazily wild characters
s Funny illustrations by Walko
s A surprising twist in a fart-ﬁlled bandit story
Friday 13th · Vol. 3

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62655-8

Successful author and illustrator Walko is back with a creative rampage: little readers are in for a wild adventure with funny, quirky
characters and a strong identiﬁcation ﬁgure. Robin is a smart cookie
who knows what to do in the trickiest of situations, and shows that
children have plenty of brains, too...
With his relaxed, rough-and-ready fairy-tale story and his cheeky
illustrations, Walko has created an exciting world of bandits where
there is lots to discover and lots to laugh at too.

The Wild Bandit Thunderfart series
Each title:
Walko
3+ / 36-40 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 14.95

© Walko

All rights available

The Bandit Test · Vol. 1

Attack from Space · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-61744-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66946-3

All rights available

All rights available

Walko ﬁrst trained as a printer, but then went
into ﬁlm and became a background artist for
Walt Disney London and Steven Spielberg’s
Amblimation Studio. He was a production
designer on numerous German ﬁlm and TV
productions, and now works as an author and
illustrator. His children’s book series “Hare and
Elderbear” has sold a total of around 300,000
copies in German-speaking countries.
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Picture Books

Classic Stories

s A book about the longing every child
feels for a friend, for understanding and
recognition
s Making the case for creativity and freedom in childhood
s Award-winning author and illustrator
Helme Heine
“I’ll always be there for you when you need me,” says Bumm. The
grown-ups think the Dumbster is `monstrously dumb´ because he likes
to make a racket and is not very well-behaved. But the lovable invisible
friend has other qualities, too…
Helme Heine’s picture book is a promise to all readers – and a tonguein-cheek warning to adults, not to always be so narrow-minded about
things.

Helme Heine

NEW

The Dumbster Bumm
Or: I’ll Always be There for You
4+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with Efalin back / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62340-3
All rights available

Jutta Langreuter / Antonie Schneider /
Marc Limoni / Ingrid Uebe
Illustrated by Dorothea Ackroyd, Ulrike Mühlhoff,
Ana Maria Weller and Sophie Schmid

NEW

Three Picture Books in One Volume
The Loveliest Bedtime Stories
3+ / 88 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover with glitter / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62652-7
All rights available

s Three picture-book stories in one volume
s Outstanding value for money
s Well-known authors and illustrators
When the end of the day comes...
Simon is sad and can’t get to sleep. Can the moon fox cheer him up?
Marie, a little shooting star, lands on the earth without having granted
a single wish! Will she manage to make it back up to the sky, and
grant someone their heart’s desire as well? The little sheep, on the
other hand, is full of beans and doesn’t want to sleep at all – until the
Sandman takes him on a journey through the night…
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Helme Heine

Tabaluga and his Quest for Fire
4+ / 56 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with linen spine / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-66750-6 NEW
All rights available

s Greenland’s beloved green dragon
known the world over!
s For young and old, a classic love tale

Anne Ameling / Günther Jakobs

NEW

Hektor Wolf

Picture Books

Emotional Stories

4+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62836-1
All rights available

s New series with ´strong` heroes who are allowed
to show weaknesses
s With soft toy characters from Spiegelburg
s Kindergarten topics and recognisable everyday
situations, brought to life in a woodland setting
by Günther Jakobs
Hektor and his friends cause trouble in the forest. Hektor, Squirrel, Owl
and Hedgehog are a super-strong gang (even if the fawn doesn’t want
to play with them). But then their football goes over into BB’s garden.
And BB is dangerous, because BB stands for Bad Bear. Of course, Hektor
will go and get the ball back for his friends – after all, he’s the bravest!
...or is he?
A new picture book series with topics like fear and being cool, bravery
and cowardice, good and bad prejudices and the little things pre-school
children worry about.

s Lovingly illustrated with strong characters
s Important theme for all ages: arguing and making up again
s Original twist
Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Best Friends Again
3+ / 32 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / hardcover
€ 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66790-2
Rights sold to: The Netherlands

s Over 36,000 copies of the original edition sold!
s Age-appropriate story and illustrations
s Reillustrated by Andrea Hebrock
Sybille Terrahe / Christiane Paulsen / Andrea Hebrock

Sun in my Belly
A Story About Love
3+ / 32 pp. / 24.5 x 27.4 cm / hardcover with die-cut holes / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66930-2
All rights available
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Picture Books

Strong Books for Strong Kids

Annette Langen / Annette Swoboda

NEW

Today I’m Sleeping
Somewhere Else
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover /
€ 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61640-5
All rights available

s Important topic for starting to grow up
s By ”Felix“ author Annette Langen
s Illustrated by Annette Swoboda
Suddenly there’s a new question going around kindergarten: “Do you want to
stay at my house?”
Uh-oh: Jojo’s never spent the night somewhere else without his parents.
How will he manage? Luckily little Ida lets him in on a secret trick: a snuggly
blanket that smells like Mum. And it really works!
A story for all small children taking a big step.

s Eases talk with children about death
s Answers to kids’ basic questions

s Supports children with a mentally ill parent
s Important, necessary topic: books for strong children

Maja Bach

Anja Möbest / Barbara Korthues

Goodbye, Little Birdy!

When Mum was Always Sad

A Story About Saying Goodbye, and Death
3+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62102-7

When a Parent Falls ill with Depression
4+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back /
with 3 transformation ﬂaps / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62021-1

All rights available

All rights available

s 6th edition of our successful picture book
s New format and features
Harriet Grundmann / Marc-Alexander Schulze

We’ll Always be There for You
When Mum and Dad Split up
4+ / 32 S. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back /
€ 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9520-0
All rights available
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Books on central, essential topics
Based on current prevention work
Written by authors with experience in the ﬁeld
With practical tips from experts

Exploring Sens

itive Themes

Picture Books

Strong Books for Strong Kids
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On the way to kindergarten, a man in a car stops and talks to Marie and her
brother Max. He offers to give them a lift. Max really wants a ride in his shiny
car, but Marie listens to her gut instinct and says loud and clear: “No!”
All parents want to protect their children from these dangers. But how do you
approach the topic with your child without creating uncertainty and fear? This
book aims to help teachers and families have a conversation with children. It
shows how important it is to give them the self-conﬁdence that will enable
them to protect themselves.
The author, Petra Lazik, is a former detective chief superintendent and spent
many years investigating sex crimes against children. She now volunteers in
prevention and works in her own practice as a systemic counsellor (DGSF) and
trauma therapist.
Petra Lazik / Kai Schüttler

NEW

No! No! I’m not Getting Into a Stranger’s Car!
5+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62185-0
All rights available

s About bullying in pre-school
s Gives courage to break the silence

s Written with support from trained bereavement counsellors
s With tips on saying goodbye and coping with grief

Antje Szillat / Marion Goedelt

Antonie Schneider / Betina Gotzen-Beek

You Don’t Fit in

Heaven for Grandma

5+ / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62849-1

A Book about Death and Dying
3+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-7003-0

All rights available

All rights available
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Picture Books

Coppenrath‘s Successful Characters
rs

s International bestseller – originally
translated into 25 languages
s 2 million copies sold worldwide

Each title (Vol. 1-11):
Monika Finsterbusch
4+ / 32 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm /
€ 14.95

Princess Lillifee · Vol. 1

Princess Lillifee Has a
Secret · Vol. 2

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Mermaid · Vol. 3

Princess Lillifee and the
Unicorn · Vol. 4

Rights sold to: Latvia, The
Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

ISBN 978-3-8157-3522-0

ISBN 978-3-8157-4098-3

ISBN 978-3-8157-4384-2

Right sold to: Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Spain (Spanish)

Princess Lillifee Little
Ballerina · Vol. 5

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Dolphin · Vol. 6

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Fawn · Vol. 7

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Dragon · Vol. 8

ISBN 978-3-8157-6860-0

ISBN 978-3-8157-8377-1

ISBN 978-3-8157-9675-7

ISBN 978-3-8157-5580-8

Rights sold to: The Netherlands,
Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Israel, Slovenia,
Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Croatia,
Georgia, Israel, Romania, The
Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: France, Spain
(Spanish)

Princess Lillifee and the
Rock Crystal · Vol. 9

C t i U
Curtains
Up ffor P
Princess
i
Lillifee! · Vol. 10

Princess
i
Lillifee
illif and
d the
h
Big Fairy Ball · Vol. 11

Princess Lillifee Saves
Unicorn Paradise · Vol. 12

ISBN 978-3-649-60886-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61444-9

ISBN 978-3-649-61673-3

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Iceland,
The Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain
p
(Spanish)

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Iceland,
The Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, The
Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-66829-9

ISBN 978-3-8157-3196-8

Rights sold to: The Netherlands,
Spain (Spanish)

Successfully Learning
series
Each title:
Birgitt Carstens / Monika
Finsterbusch
5+ / 96 pp. / 19 x 26 cm / softcover
with foil and glitter / € 8.95
All rights available

Princess Lillifee and the
Flying Elephant · Vol. 13
3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62295-6
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Rights sold to: The Netherlands,
Spain (Spanish)

Princess Lillifee –
Fun with Numbers

Princess Lillifee –
Fun with Letters

ISBN 978-3-649-62091-4

ISBN 978-3-649-61921-5

Picture Books
Monika Finsterbusch

NEW

Princess Lillifee and the Lost Star · Vol. 14
3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / padded hardcover / with velour
effect, glitter and title plate / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-67028-5
All rights available

The star fairy Alicia is worried: Cosima, the littlest star, just can’t remember
where he is supposed to be in the sky. Every evening Alicia has to go looking
for him, but tonight she can’t ﬁnd him at all. Does Princess Lillifee have any
suggestions? Together they ﬂy all across the sky, looking for Cosima. Finally
they ﬁnd him behind a cloud. Why is he hiding there?
Princess Lillifee‘s new adventure takes her into the enchanting realm of the
stars, and one little star in particular who hasn‘t yet found his place in the
heavens. Will Lillifee be able to help him?

Monika Finsterbusch
Princess Lillifee

Welcome to my Magical World!
3+ / 16 pp. / 21 x 26 cm / hardcover with glitter, velvet effect
and ribbon / with extra-sturdy pages and glitter / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62360-1
All rights available

s A book full of little girls‘ dreams
s Decorative features
Princess Lillifee gets a visit from the ﬂower elves Vera und Primula. Finally! The
two elves are the heralds of the spring. And that’s not all: Vera and Primula
surprise Lillifee with a beautiful present. Together the three friends spend a
perfect princess’s day in the magical world of Rosari.

Monika Finsterb
Finsterbusch
Lillifee
Princess Lillif

Dance with Me!
Join-in Sound Book
18m+ / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / cardboard picture book /
withh gglittery
wit
littery sou
sound bar and 5 sounds / € 14.95
N 978-3-649-62530-8
978-3-649
ISBN
Rights
R
ights sold to
to: Spain (Spanish)
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Coppenrath‘s Successful Characterss

Each title (Vol. 1-10):
Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with gold foil / € 12.95

Capt’n Sharky and the
Mystery of the Treasure
Island · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-8157-4348-6

s Movie coming to theaters in August 2018
s A total of 600,000 Capt’n Sharky picture books sold
s Thrilling pirate adventures across the globe

Capt’n Sharky and the
Sea Monster · Vol. 2

Capt’n Sharky and the
Prison Island · Vol. 3

Capt’n Sharky and the
Giant Octopus · Vol. 5

ISBN 978-3-8157-8378-8

Capt’n Sharky –
Adventures in the Rocky
Cave · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-8157-7283-6

Rights sold to: China

ISBN 978-3-8157-9672-6

Rights sold to: China, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China,
Denmark, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China,
Latvia, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China, Slovenia
venia

ISBN 978-3-8157-9841-6

Capt’n Sharky and the
he
Desert Island · Vol. 6

Capt’n Sharky and the
e
Whale Calf Rescue · Vol. 7

Capt‘n Sharky and the
Vikings · Vol. 8

C
Capt’n
Sharky and the
e
Sultan’s Dagger · Vol. 9

Capt’n Sharky in the
Wild West · Vol. 10

ISBN 978-3-649-60253-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61319-0

ISBN 978-3-649-61472-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61854-6
8-3-64

ISBN 978-3-649-62125-6

Rights sold to: China,

Rights sold to: China,
Denmark, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China, Denmark

Rights sold to: China, Denmark
Denma

Rights sold to: China

Denmark, Italy, Slovenia

Capt‘n Sharky and the Deep Sea Treasure · Vol. 11
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with gold foil and ﬂuorescent
glowing colour / with 3 ﬂaps and a fold-out page / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62296-3

G low-in-the-dark

Cover

Rights sold to: China

Successfully Learning series
Each title:
Birgitt Carstens / Silvio Neuendorf
5+ / 96 pp. / 19 x 26 cm / softcover with
gold foil / € 8.95
All rights available
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Capt’n Sharky –
Fun with Letters

Capt’n Sharky –
Fun with Numbers

ISBN 978-3-649-62092-1

ISBN 978-3-649-61923-9

Picture Books
s Exciting underwater world
s Large-format fold-out page
s High quality features
Many miles beneath the waves, Capt‘n Sharky and Michi have discovered
the ruins of a sunken city. Legend has it that a long time ago, a volcano
plunged it into the depths – and an incredible hoard of treasure along with
it. So of course the two pirates have to go back one more time to fetch the
treasure!
Together with Captain Ramirez and his submarine, they dive back down
into the mysterious world of the deep sea. But are they really alone down
there? Is Ramirez really as friendly as he makes out? And what is so
important about the strange statue made of blue gold that they discover
inside a pyramid...?
An exciting new deep-sea adventure for all fans of our little pirate.
Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf

NEW

Capt’n Sharky and the Sunken City · Vol. 12
3+ / 40 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / with gold foil / with foldout page / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62611-4
All rights available
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Picture Books

A Coppenrath Classic Worldwide

Each title:
40 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm / 4-colourprint / laminated hardcover

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

A Little Rabbit Travels Round
the World · Vol. 1

A Little Rabbit Travels
Back in Time · Vol. 2

A Little Rabbit Explores
Our Blue Planet · Vol. 3

5+ / hardcover / with 6 letters, envelopes /
€12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1100-2

5+ / 6 real letters, a construction
plan for a ship, a Japanese ﬂag and a
large historical wall map / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1200-9

6+ / 6 real letters / with inﬂatable
globe / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1400-1

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China, Israel,
Japan, Poland, Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Japan, Poland, Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Israel, Poland, Vietnam

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

A Little Rabbit Visits
Father Christmas · Vol. 4

Felix and the Flying
Suitcase Adventure · Vol. 6

Letters from the
Adventurous Rabbit · Vol. 7

6+ / 5 envelopes / fold out pages /
with Christmas hat / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1500-8

5+ / 6 real letters, a map, a framed
photo, a tangram and a bandana /
€ 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-2400-7

5+ / with 6 real letters / photo / papercraft dreidel / instructions for weaving
a Sami fabric / small gift: traditional
Maori board game, printed on fabric,
including pieces / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-3600-5

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Korea, Japan, Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Korea, Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Felix, What Time Is It?
5+ / 24 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm /
with clock / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62096-9
Rights sold to: China
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Read-aloud adventure for brave knights
Each title (chapter books Vol. 5-6):

Picture Books

Coppenrath‘s Successful Characters

Ellen Alpsten / Andrea Hebrock
5+ / 128 pp. / 17 x 22 cm / hardcover with gold
foil / 4-colour print / € 12.95
All rights available

Vincelot - The Contest
for the Magic Flute · Vol. 6

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62416-5
All rights available

There is great excitement at Dragon Rock Castle. The annual music competition is coming up
and there is a very special prize in store for the winner: a precious magic ﬂute has spent 100
years in its enchanted nest of ivy, and only a true master of music can release it.
No wonder all kinds of musicians have travelled from far-off countries. But Vincelot is
convinced there is something ﬁshy going on at the festival: during the night someone has tried
to steal the ﬂute - and all of a sudden the competitors are acting very strange and suspicious.
Of course, the little knight and his friends start looking for the thief at once. But who has their
sights set on the “magical” instrument?

Vincelot - The Theft
of the Sun Amulet · Vol. 5
ISBN 978-3-649-62147-8

Each title (picture books Vol. 1-4):
Ellen Alpsten / Andrea Hebrock
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with printed
silver foil and embossing / € 12.95
Rights sold to (series): Denmark, Malta,
Romania, Slovenia, Vietnam

Vincelot and the Fiery Dragon
Vol. 1

Vincelot and the Black Knight
Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-60889-9

ISBN 978-3-649-61299-5

Vincelot and the Ghost of
Dragon Rock · Vol. 3

Vincelot and the Secret
Dungeon · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-649-61641-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61691-7
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Picture Books

Coppenrath‘s Children‘s Classics
s Children’s classics with literature retold in
easily comprehensible words
s Over 18 books in series
s Carefully abridged original texts

Each title:
5+ / 48-128 pp. / 21.5 x 26.5 cm / laminated hardcover / with fullcolour printed endpapers and ﬂocking on the cover / € 14.95-16.95

56 pp.

Selma Lagerlöf / Günther Jakobs

Theodor Storm / Almud Kunert

Frances H. Burnett / Betina Gotzen-Beek

Rudyard Kipling / Andrea Hebrock

Nils Holgersson

The Rainmaiden

The Little Lord

The Jungle Book

ISBN 978-3-649-60559-1 W
Rights sold to: Estonia

ISBN 978-3-649-61515-6
Rights sold to: Georgia, Romania,
Russia

ISBN 978-3-8157-7110-5
Rights sold to: Russia

ISBN 978-3-8157-8443-3
All rights available

48 pp.

80 pp.

128 pp.

56 pp.

Hans Christian Andersen / Ute Simon

Carlo Collodi / Kestutis Kasparavicius

James M. Barrie / Markus Zöller

Johanna Spyri / Ute Simon

Winter and Christmas Tales

Pinocchio

Peter Pan

Heidi

ISBN 978-3-8157-71110-5
Rights sold to: Russia

ISBN 978-3-8157-3920-9
Rights sold to: China,
Lithuania, Vietnam

ISBN 978-3-8157-4138-2
Rights sold to: Russia

ISBN 978-3-8157-3922-5
All rights available

80 pp.

56 pp.
Lewis Carroll / Sophie Schmid

The Brothers Grimm / Markus Zöller

Alice in Wonderland

Snow White and other
Grimm Fairy Tales

ISBN 978-3-8157-4285-3
Rights sold to: China, Vietnam

448 pp.
Charles Dickens / Ute Simon

A Christmas Story
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56 pp.

48 pp.

56 pp.

ISBN 978-3-8157-4277-3
Rights sold to: Croatia, China,
Vietnam

Frances H. Burnett / Betina GotzenBeek

L. Frank Baum / Markus Zöller

The Secret Garden

ISBN 978-3-8157-3989-1
Rights sold to: China, Vietnam

ISBN 978-3-8157-7852-4
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-60870-7
All rights available

56 pp.

56 pp.

The Wizard of Oz

448 pp.

448 pp.

48 pp.

Little Peter‘s Journey to
the Moon

Baron Munchhausen

The Canterville Ghost

ISBN 978-3-8157-4017-0

ISBN 978-3-8157-3988-4

ISBN 978-3-8157-3921-1
Rights sold to: China, Romania,
Vietnam

Rights sold to: China, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China, Vietnam

Barbara van den Speulhof / Henrike Wilson

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Barbara Rose / Petra Theissen

Ginpuin

Joschi, the Mouse Hero!

Fina Feather Cloud

A Story about Accepting Oneself
4+ / 32 pp. / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61054-0

Home Alone for the First Time
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 11.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-5539-6

All rights available

Rights sold to: China

Dream Journey for a worried Mind
3+ / 32 pp. / 25 x 24 cm / hardcover with
glitter / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62101-0

Picture Books

Backlist Treasures

Rights sold to: Romania

Super Neo series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura / Sibylle Rieckhoff
4+ / 36 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover,
soft touch with holographic foil /
€ 12.95
Rights sold to (series): Denmark,
Iceland, Vietnam

s Action-sequenced illustrations
s Trends: superhero cool look
and comic style
s An encouraging hero as role
model

The Bravery Test · Vol. 1

The Monster from the Underworld · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-61757-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66769-8

Sophie Schmid

Thomas Röhner

Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf

Konrad and Daddy Home Alone

The Animal Ball

The Little Dinosaur Gang

A Fun Father-Son Week
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61955-0

A Classic Retold
3+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 23 cm / padded hardcover with
rounded corners / € 10.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9963-5

Finding the T-Rex Egg
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9674-0

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available
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Picture Books

Backlist Treasures

s Breaking all rules: funny subject
s Innovative format and concept
Sophie Schmid

A Naughty Child‘s Manual
4+ / 36 pp. / 17.5 x 30 cm / hardcover / with 6 fold-out
pages / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67040-7
All rights available

The Naughty Child‘s Manual is a plea to think for yourself, question whether well-meaning rules really apply to every
individual in every situation, and deal with them using a good helping of imagination and creativity, with good sense
and reason. A tongue-in-cheek guide for all children, both large and small.
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Burkhard Nuppeney / Monika
Finsterbusch

Burkhard Nuppeney / Monika
Finsterbusch

Nina Gunetsreiner / Kerstin Schoene

Angela Sinne / Andrea Hebrock

Lullemu, Who are YOU?

Pipa Lupina · Vol. 1
Pipa Lupina and the Tree
House Gang

Pipa Lupina · Vol. 2
Where Should the Stuff
Go?

Jules’ Soft Toy Animal
Sanctuary

4+ / 36 pp. / hardcover / with diecut hole and foil / includes fold-out
page / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61613-9
Rights sold to: Estonia, Russia
(World Russian)

4+ / 32 pp. / hardcover / with die-cut
hole and foil / with ﬂaps / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62079-2

A Story about Finding Friends
3+ / 38 pp. / hardcover with linen
back / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61247-6

Rights sold to: Russia (World
Russian)

Rights sold to: Latvia, Ukraine
(Ukrainian, Russian), USA (World
English)

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm /
hardcover / with a large fold-out
page / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-60083-1
All rights available

Coppenra

th Classic

s Over 200,000
copies sold
s A classic for
over 15 years
s More titles
available
Katja Reider / Michael Schober

Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf

Annette Langen / Imke Sönnichsen

I Want That!

Are You Still My Friend?

The Little Grumble Cow

Sharing with Friends is Fun
3+ / 32 pp. / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61250-6
All rights available

3+ / 32 pp. / hardcover with velvet
effect / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61478-4

Or: How You can Chase Away a
Bad Mood.
3+ / 32 pp. / hardcover / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66816-9

Rights sold to: Russia

Rights sold to: Korea
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Ulrike Kaup / Carola Holland

Christa Wißkirchen / Bernhard Oberdieck

The Great Easter Egg Hunt

The Easter Bunny Goes on his Travels

24m+ / 18 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with fold-out page / € 6.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62337-3

3+ / 32 pp. / 17 x 17 cm / hardcover with velvet effect
and gold foil / € 6.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62304-5

All rights available

All rights available

s Funny bunny story
s With large fold-out page
s With an Easter egg hunt game!

s Ideal Easter gift
s High quality look and feel
s Classic character

The whole bunny gang is busy painting eggs for Easter. Only Oskar,
the littlest bunny, isn’t allowed to help. But Oskar has big plans,
and the next morning all the baskets are suddenly empty... A funny
bunny book about Easter, with a large fold-out page for your own
Easter egg hunt!

What does the Easter Bunny do when Easter is over? He packs his
rucksack and goes on his travels. On the way there are lots of new
things to discover and exciting adventures to go on. Will he make it
k,
back home in time for the next Easter celebration? Our picture book,
originally published as a large hardcover, now in a new format whichh
is perfect for a little Easter gift.

Anna Taube / Anne Mussenbrock

Erwin Grosche / Anne Mussenbrock

5 Eggs in the Hay
for Easter Day!

Peek-a-Boo, Where Did You
Hide the Egg?

24m+ / 16 pp. / 23 x 17 cm / cardboard with
die-cut windows and 5 plastic eggs / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62001-3

24m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with sliders / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62679-4

Rights sold to: France, Greece

All rights available

Easter Books

Easter FFun
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Christmas Books

Christmas Stories

s Little pull-tab books for Christmas stockings
s Easy to use pull-tabs in a new, sturdy format
s Surprising transformations on every page

Kerstin M. Schuld

NEW

Kerstin M. Schuld

Hurrah, it’s Winter!

Christmas Magic in the Forest

18m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62888-0

18m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62889-7

All rights available

All rights available

s Glitter on every page
s Atmospheric illustrations
s A storyy told with love

s Rhyming text
s Real-life experiences for children in Advent

Harriet Grundmann / Kerstin M. Schuld

Irmgard Paule

The Winter Wonder: a Magical Christmas

The Teeny Tiny Christmas Star

24m+ / 22 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with glitter / € 7.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62493-6

24m+ / 18 pp. / 16.5 x 13 cm / cardboard
with holographic foil / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67024-7

All rights available

All rights available
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NEW

s…
We’re waiting for Christmas…

Ingrid Uebe / Markus Zöller

NEW

Anette Langen / Ute Simon

24 Little Angels

Who Guarded the Christ Child?

Stories and Poems for Every Day of Advent
3+ / 64 pp. / 21 x 26.5 cm / hardcover with glitter /
separate advent calendar with glitter / € 14.95
ISBN 978-649-62627-5

3+ / 40 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / with glitter /
with fold-out page / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62321-2

Christmas Books

Christmas Stories

NEW

All rights available

All rights available

s 24 stories and poems
s Includes an advent calendar
s Great value for money

s The Christmas story told from the viewpoint
of a little spider
s Exciting perspectives

24 angels go on an Advent journey. Each day, a little angel comes
down to earth – to a place where they are urgently needed. The
ﬁrst angel’s name is Linus. He’s not afraid. It’s just that his heart is
thumping a little bit. Archangel Gabriel leads him by the hand to
heaven‘s great gate. „I‘m going to count to three,“ says Gabriel.
„And on three, you ﬂy. Understand?“ Linus nods. Will he get
everything right…?

“The night lay over the earth like a blanket. ‘Am I going mad, or is that really
there?’ said the little spider to the donkey, pointing to a bright star that was
rising above them. But the donkey just chewed his hay and didn’t answer.
He only pricked up his ears when he suddenly heard a baby crying in the
stable...” The little spider has had enough: no one respects her beautiful
webs; they’re always being destroyed. But when the holy family has to hide
in a cave from some soldiers, the little spider has an idea!

s A Christmas story with a difference,
from the perspective of a little dog
s Entertaining narrative
s Atmospheric illustrations
s For dog fans of all ages

Stephan Goetz / Dorothea Ackroyd

Merry Christmas, Charlie!
How I Celebrated my First Christmas
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / with velvet
effect and foil / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62718-0

“It all started with a big telling-off over a stupid boot. Although strange
things had started happening before that, as well: the peculiar wheel of
lights on the table, the long chain of little presents that the children got
excited over every morning. I had never seen anything like it. But then, I was
just a baby, and I had only been with my new family a few weeks...”
Stephan Goetz tells a touching and funny story about how the little dog
Charlie sees Advent, and ﬁnally his ﬁrst Christmas. An entertaining story for
the whole family.

All rights available
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7

Religious Books
s High-quality gift for birth or baptism
s 25 of the best loved and most important
stories from the Old and New Testaments
s For the whole family

Erwin Grosche / Maria Wissmann

NEW

My First Big Children‘s Bible
3+ / 46 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / hardcover with foil / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61927-7
All rights available
Where once there was nothing, suddenly there is something. God
has created it. He gives us night and day. First it’s dark, and then it’s
light. “We need a sky as well,” thinks God. „And lights for the day
and the night.“ And so he creates the sun and moon. He decorates
the night with stars and the day with a rainbow... With simple words
and colourful pictures, Erwin Grosche and Maria Wissmann tell 25
of the best loved stories from the Old and New Testaments, from
creation to the resurrection of Jesus.
A children’s Bible for the whole family!

Margret Nußbaum / Marina Krämer
What a Service Sounds Like
18m+ / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / hardcover / with sound
module including 5 sounds / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62510-0
All rights available

The big bells way up in the church tower ring out loudly. They’re
meant to be heard by everyone, because they’re inviting people to
church... What a lot there is to hear and discover here!
With 5 sounds:
- Bells ringing
- Hymn
- Bible story: „The lost sheep“
- Prayer
- Final blessing

Constanza Droop

Bible Stories for
Little Ones

The Easter Story

Rights sold to: The Netherlands

NEW

Come on, We’re Going to Church

Inga Witthöft / Marina Rachner

24m+ / 16 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm /
hardcover / € 8.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-5271-5
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s 5 sounds of 20 seconds each
s A playful way to discover church
and church services

24m+ / 16 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with
two-colour foil embossing / € 4.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62242-0
All rights available

Jutta Bergmoser / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

NEW

NEW

Maura / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

The Easter Story

St. Martin

3+ / 32 pp. / 12 x 16 cm / hardcover with foil embossing /
with fold-out page / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62755-5

3+ / 32 pp. / 12 x 16 cm / hardcover with foil
embossing / with fold-out page / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62756-2

All rights available

All rights available

s Easy to understand retelling that explains what
we celebrate at Easter
s Artistic illustrations by Wasyl Bagdaschwili
s Over 65,000 copies of the original edition sold

s The legend of Saint Martin, retold for the whole family
s Pocket-sized format at a low price
s Extremely successful original edition

Over 2,000 years ago, Jesus roamed the Holy Land, telling people about
God. More and more people liked what he said. And that meant he became
a thorn in the side of both the priests and the Romans, as he threatened to
disturb the peace of occupied Israel. And although Jesus knew that death
awaited him, he still set off to celebrate Passover in Jerusalem...

On the 11th of November, children and adults walk through the streets with
colourful lanterns, remembering Saint Martin, who shared his warm coat with a
freezing beggar. But who was this man? And how did a Roman soldier become the
Bishop of Tours?

Wasyl Bagdaschwili

Religious Books

Christmas and Easter Stories

NEW

The Christmas
C
Story (Gift Edition)
3+ / 32 pp. / 24.4 x 32.5 cm / hardcover / with linen and gold
foil / with
w fold-out page / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62767-8
9
All rig
rights available

s The
Th classic Christmas story in a special high-quality edition
s Top
To seller: over 80,000 copies of the original edition sold
s Ideal
Ide gift
„Many
„Many, many years ago, in the little town of Nazareth, there lived a carpenter
named Joseph, and his wife Mary. One day, an angel appeared to Mary...“
The Bi
Biblical Christmas story according to Luke and Matthew, retold for children.
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Religious Books

s The Biblical Christmas story
s A lovely present
s With gold foil on the nativity scene ﬁgures

Katharina Siegers

The Christmas Story
(With Nativity Set)
3+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / board book
with gold foil embossing / 36 parts to
creche nativity with gold and silver foil /
in gift box / € 14.95
EAN 40-50003-94134-9

This easy-to-understand book tells the story of the Christmas
miracle that took place in Bethlehem over 2000 years ago:
the birth of the baby Jesus. The lovingly designed, colourful
nativity can be put together easily and encourages very young
children to play along and re-enact the story.

All rights available

s Disc
Discover the well-loved Bible story through play
s Dev
Develops visual memory and concentration
s Hig
High-quality gift-set pack
Michaela Heitmann

Noah’s Ark
Set: Book with Animal Memory Cards
Gift Se
24m+ / 112 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard / with 32 memory
cards (6.
(6.5 x 6.5 cm) / in a gift-set pack (20.5 x 17.5 x 4.5 cm) /
€ 14.95
EAN 40
4040-50003-94246-9
Rights
Rig
ghts
h ssold to: The Netherlands

Bjarke

My Little Library
of Bible Stories
24+ / each book: 16 pp. / 9.5 x 9.5 cm /
cardboard / in gift box / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61938-3
All rights available

s
s
s
s
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Child-oriented prayers
Modern illustrations
Easy-to-use format
Ideal gift

This set contains four of the loveliest
and most popular Bible stories:

– The Creation Story
– Noah’s Ark
– Jonah and the Whale
– Daniel in the Lion’s Den

s Our top seller with brand new features
s Old and New Testaments
s A book for the whole family!

Religious Books

Bible Stories and Prayer Books

over 25,000
copies sold

Dietrich Steinwede / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

NEW

The Big Coppenrath
Children’s Bible

Melanie Brockamp

Gaby Grosser / Cornelia Haas

My Favourite Bible Stories

Noah Recites Popular Stories
from the Bible

24m+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard /
with convertible 14 ﬂaps / € 8.99

7+ / 164 pp. / 22 x 28 cm / hardcover
with linen back / with foil and ribbon
bookmark / € 19.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-62757-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62081-5

3 + / 48 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62127-0

All rights available

Rights sold to: Poland

Rights sold to: Poland

Maria Wissmann

Christa Wisskirchen / Astrid Krömer

Maria Wissmann

Ilona Einwohlt / Uli Waas-Pommer

My Favourite Children’s
Goodnight Prayers

Dear God, I Want to
Thank You!

My All-Time Favourite
Children’s Prayers

My Favourite Guardian Angel
Prayers

24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm / padded
cover / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66962-3

Children’s Prayers
24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm /
padded cover / € 4.95
ISBN 978-3-649-60237-8

24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm / padded
cover / € 4.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9361-9

24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm / padded
cover / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62714-2

Rights sold to: Croatia,
The Netherlands

All rights available

All rights available

Rights sold to: Croatia,
The Netherlands

Topseller

s High-quality gift for birthdays
and christenings
s First Bible stories and prayers

Antonie Schneider / Melanie Brockamp
Sinja Hundshagen / Maria Wissmann

My Big Bible Search-and-Find Book

God is Always With Me

24m+ / 12 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm / cardboard with cover
embossing / 6 large ﬂaps / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-2175-9

0m+ / 14 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm / cardboard with gift cross
(9 x 12.5 cm) in gift box (23 x 13 x 3 cm) / € 9.95
EAN 40-50003-92847-0
All rights available

Rights sold to: Hungary,
Korea, The Netherlands
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Non-Fiction Books

Coppenrath‘s Colouring Workshop

THE RIGHT ART BOOK FOR EVERY AGE!
s Colouring for perfect relaxation
s 80 mandalas in one pad!

s THE current trend: colouring patterns
s With cardboard for strength: ideal for
use at home or on the move

Katja Vogt
Coppenrath’s Colouring Workshop

Katja Vogt
Coppenrath’s Colouring Workshop

NEW

Katja Vogt
Coppenrath’s Colouring Workshop

NEW

Super-thick Colouring Pad

Super-thick Colouring Pad

Super-thick Colouring Pad

Dream Mandalas
5+ / 160 pp. / 19 x 19 cm / softcover / 1-colour
print / € 5.00

Cats etc.
7+ / 64 pp. / 19 x 19 cm / softcover / 1-colour
print / € 3.99

Owls etc.
7+ / 64 pp. / 19 x 19 cm / softcover / 1-colour
print / € 3.99

ISBN 978-3-649-62564-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62584-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62585-8

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available

s Ideal pastime for both boys and girls
s Colour in; rub on the transfers – done!
Coppenrath’s Colouring Workshop

Transfer and Colouring Book series
Each title:
5+ / 12 pp. / 19 x 24.5 cm / softcover / 4-colour
print / with transfer stickers / € 4.99
All rights available
Sophie Rohrbach

NEW

NEW

Michael Böhm

Baby Animals

Outer Space

ISBN 978-3-649-62534-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62535-3

Michael Böhm
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NEW

NEW

Michael Böhm

NEW

Michael Böhm

NEW

Michael Böhm

Vehicles

Dinosaurs

Ballet

Fairy Forest

ISBN 978-3-649-62452-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62015-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62013-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62014-3

NEW

TREND: COLOURING GEOMETRIC PATTERNS

7+
Wild Animals

NEW

Non-Fiction Books

Coppenrath‘s Colouring Workshop

8+
Woodland Animals

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62690-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62538-4

s
s
s
s

Origami patterns to colour in
A creative way to wind down and relax
With silver foil decoration inside and out
Colouring fun for all ages

These colouring pads with silver foil decoration contain beautiful,
detailed animal pictures to colour in. Concentrating on colours and
shapes brings a sense of calm to children and adults. At break-time,
while travelling or in the evening: colouring helps you relax, and
exercising your creativity provides a great sense of achievement!

Coppenrath’s Colouring Workshop

Origami Colouring Pad series

9+
Dot to Dot

Each title:
48 pp. / 19 x 24.5 cm / softcover / 1-colour print /
with silver foil / € 5.99
All rights available

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62689-3
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Non-Fiction Books

DIY - 100 % Handmade

GO ON, DO IT YOURSELF - COPPENRATH‘S 100% HANDMADE SERIES
100% Handmade

Crafting series
Each title:
8+ / 32 pp. / 19 x 24.5 cm / softcover / € 7.99

s Clearly explained with lots of photos
s Simple projects with quick results

All rights available

Nadine Jessler

Bernadette Burnett

Heike Meinhof / photos Anja Bolman

Jasmin Schneider / photos Minerva Just

Crafting with Photos

Creative Dressing up

Natural Crafting

Sew it Yourself

Creative Ideas for Photos with
Fabric, Paper and Wood
ISBN 978-3-649-62318-2

Super Simple Ideas for Masks,
Make-up and Costumes
ISBN 978-3-649-62320-5

Creative Ideas for Found Natural
Objects
ISBN 978-3-649-67020-9

Creative Ideas for Fabric,
Card and Paper
ISBN 978-3-649-67110-7

Lisa Nieschlag / Lars Wentrup /
photos Lisa Nieschlag

Marion Leinfelder / Ruth Lutz /
photos Barbara Gandenheimer

Susanne Schiefelbein / photos
Minerva Just

Katja Enseling / photos Ruth Niehoff

Best Friends Forever

I’m Celebrating My
Birthday

Make It in Minutes

Great Ideas for Fabric and
Paper
ISBN 978-3-649-66895-4

Do-It-Yourself Gift Ideas
ISBN 978-3-649-62103-4
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Do-It-Yourself Party
Preparations
ISBN 978-3-649-66756-8

Little Ideas for In-Between
Times
ISBN 978-3-649-66894-7

Stamp It Yourself

s Recycling crafts with kids
s Materials you always have at home
s Over 60 ideas!

Brilliant Creative Ideas for Drink
Cartons, Straws, etc. · Vol. 3

Non-Fiction Books

DIY - 100 % Handmade

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62527-8

Crafty new ways to recycle your rubbish! Make
music with drink cartons, make magic with drinking
straws, weave things out of scrap paper and
make a plastic bottle ﬂy: all these things have
possibilities!

100% Handmade

Make Something Out of it! series
Each Title:
8+ / 144 pp. / 17.5 x 21.5 cm / stiff softcover with
die-cut label / € 14.95
Rights sold to (series): China, The Netherlands

Funny, Colourful, Clever Creative
Ideas · Vol. 1

Brilliant Creative Ideas for Clothes
Pegs, Ice-Lolly Sticks etc. · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-66956-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62319-9

s THE sewing book, now for kids
s Clearly illustrated step-by-step
instructions
s With paper cutting patterns
Whether it’s a walk into town, a picnic or
a trip to the beach – at last you’ll have the
right bag for any occasion. Just ﬁnd your
material, choose one of the 14 designs and
get out the sewing machine. Sewing them
is super simple thanks to the illustrated
step-by-step instructions. If you’re in any
doubt, the “basics” section will help you
refresh your sewing skills.

Petra Früh / Lucie Göpfert
100% Handmade

NEW

The Kids’ Sewing Book: Bags
14 Simple Sewing Projects with Step-by-step
Explanations
8+ / 96 pp. / 22.5 x 23.5 cm / softcover / with paper
cutting patterns / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62696-1
All rights available

Petra Früh / photos Alexander Buch and Björn Jarosch
100% Handmade

The Children’s Sewing Machine ABC
Simple Sewing Projects with Step-by-Step
Instructions
8+ / 66 pp. / 22.5 x 23.3 cm / softcover with spot-UV
varnish / with 4 patterns / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62084-6
All rights available
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Non-Fiction Books

Coppenrath‘s Mini Artist Series

s 80 pictures to colour in
s Ideal for the youngest children
s Fantastic pictures of children‘s favourite things
NEW

Maike Taddicken / Maja Bach
Mini Artist

My Very First Colouring Fun
Favourite Pictures
24m+ / 160 pp. / 19 x 19 cm / softcover /
1-colour print / € 5.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62460-8
All rights available

s With 6 cards and 50 strips of paper
s Original product for pre-schoolers
s Develops ﬁne motor skills

s With elastic already cut to size
s Complete set of 8 masks

NEW

Angela Wiesner
Mini Artist

Sabine Legien
Mini Artist

My First Craft Set

My First Craft Set

Funny Animal Masks
3+ / cardboard envelope (23 x 23 cm)
with 8 perforated masks (21 x 21 cm,
4-colour) and 8 elastic strips / € 7.99
EAN 40-50003-92507-3

Weaving with Glitter Paper
4+ / cardboard envelope (23 x 23 cm)
with 6 perforated picture cards (21
x 21 cm, 4-colour) and 3 sheets of
perforated coloured paper strips with
patches of glitter foil / € 8.99
EAN 40-50003-94363-3

All rights available

All rights available

Make your own masks!

1. Colour mask

2. Carefully push out mask, mouth
and nose

Hartmut Bieber
Mini Artist

My Super-Colourful Favourite
Colouring Book
24m+ / 48 pp. / 28 x 21 cm / softcover /
4-colour print, with perforated pages / € 4.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67015-5
All rights available
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NEW

3. Knot elastic and put on
mask

s Simple pictures for the
youngest children
s With coloured outliness
s Perforated pages

s First crafts for very young children
s Develops motor skills
s Practise using scissors and glue –
it’s child’s play!
Sabine Legien
Mini Artist

Non-Fiction Books

Coppenrath‘s Mini Artist Series

NEW

My First Fire Brigade Craft Book
Cut, Stick, Colour
3+ / 32 pp. / 28 x 21 cm / softcover / 4-colour
print / with perforated pages / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62348-9
All rights available

Its‘s easy:

1. Choose a picture, tear it out and
remove the strip with the picture
pieces on it

2. Cut out the picture pieces
and glue them into the picture

Angela Wiesner
Mini Artist

3. Colour in the picture

s With sticking guides
s Reusable stickers
s Winning combination: matching
and sticking

NEW

My First Sticker Colouring Book
Funny Faces
3+ / 16 pp. / 24 x 28 cm / softcover / 4-colour
print / with 1 sheet of stickers / € 4.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62448-6
All rights available

s Take some creative time out
s Generously sized format
s With perforated pages

Mini Artist

Kindergarten Mandalas series
Each title:
Hartmut Bieber
3+ / 48 pp. / 24 x 28 cm / softcover / 4-colour
print / with perforated pages / € 4.99
All rights available

Woodland Animals
ISBN 978-3-649-62352-6

NEW

On the Farm

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62351-9
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Non-Fiction Books

s Realistic illustrations
ons aand
high-quality features
s With fold-out and tracing
paper pages
s Facts and creative ideas
on 16 well-known garden
plants

Stefanie Zysk / Lars Baus

My Herbarium: Flower Magic
Collecting and Identifying Garden Plants
8+ / 80 pp. / 24 x 31 cm / hardcover with spot-UV
varnish / with Wire-O binding / 4-colour print / € 19.95
ISBN 978-3-649-67053-7
Rights sold to: Russia, Vietnam

Collect, identify and stick in garden plants: this book presents 16 well-known garden plants with excellent, realistic illustrations. Anyone wanting to create
their own herbarium will ﬁnd not just a wealth of practical tips on collecting and pressing plants, but also lovingly created pages to preserve them. This
special book is rounded off with basic information on the biology of the plants and ideas for creative projects using pressed ﬂowers and leaves.

Christina Thrän

My Big Painting School
Tips, Tricks and Exercises for
Everyone Who Loves Painting and
Calligraphy
8+ / 56 pp. / 24 x 31 cm / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / 4-colour print / includes
paintbrush / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-66759-9
All rights available
e

s Facts, puzzles and games
s With safety tips
for parents
s Trafﬁc authority
recommended
Christa Wisskirchen / Thorsten Saleina

Wolfgang Hölker (Ed.) /
Christine Sommer-Guist /
Thorsten Saleina

We Take Care in Trafﬁc

Join In!

A Join-In Story With
Factual Information
5+ / 56 pp. / 20 x 24 cm / hardcover with
spot varnishing / 4-colour print / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61526-2

85 Tips for a Better World
8+ / 128 pp. / 16.5 x 22 cm /
hardcover / die-cut window
in cover, special colour, linen
spine / 2-colour print / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9722-8

Rights sold to: Estonia, Poland,
Romania

Trafﬁc lights, cars, zebra crossings: it’s all too easy to lose track of
what’s going on when you’re crossing the road. Fortunately Lukas and
Maja are pretty good at it. Whether on foot, on bikes or travelling by
bus or tram – they get through tricky situations together and show how
you should behave when there’s trafﬁc about.
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Rights sold to: Korea

Renewable energy, climate change, endangered species,
globalisation, ﬂoods and famines – these buzz words are
constantly in the news but what do they really mean? Examples,
tips, activities and interesting experiments show – and don’t just
tell – kids how they can make the world a better place by taking
small but effective steps. Printed on FSC paper.

Non-Fiction Books

s First nature knowledge for young children
s With bonus craft activity: 3 snap-together animals
s With a creative activity on each double-page spread

Susann Reiß / Lena Maria Wandzioch

NEW

Susann Reiss / Lena Maria Wandzioch

NEW

My Little Garden Book

My Little Garden Book

Creepy Crawlies
4+ / 24 pp. / 19.5 x 22 cm / softcover with spiral
binding / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62683-1

Birds
4+ / 24 pp. / 19.5 x 22 cm / softcover with spiral
binding / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62682-4

All rights available

All rights available

How many spots does a ladybird have?
Why do honey bees dance?
And how does a caterpillar become a butterﬂy?
Delightful illustrations and wide-ranging creative activity pages
provide ﬁrst facts about native insects.
With 3 butterﬂies to colour and assemble!

What is a woodpecker’s favourite food?
Where do robins spend the summer?
And what colour are a hedge-sparrow’s eggs?
Delightful illustrations and wide-ranging creative activity pages
provide ﬁrst facts about native birds.
With 3 snap-together ﬁgures to colour and make!

Susan Reiss / Lena Maria Wandzioch

NEW

s First insights into the secret world of plants and animals
s Useful tips and instructions for gardens, balconies and windowsills

Come Into my Garden
A Companion for the Gardening Year
5+ / 48 pp. / 20 x 25 cm / hardcover with coloured page
edges and spot-UV varnish / 4-colour print / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66955-5
All rights available

For little gardeners and those who want to
garden, this lovingly-illustrated book provides
ﬁrst insights into the secret world of plants and
animals. With lots of useful tips for balconies and
windowsills, and creative ideas for every season.

Anita von Saan / Thomas Röhner /
Anne Fressmann

Oskar’s Big Garden Book
5+ / 56 pp. / 24 x 31 cm / hardcover
with appliquéd textile frog / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9774-72
Rights sold to: Norway, Slovenia,
Sweden
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